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UNC concedes 2020 elections
Persad-Bissessar to lead Opposition once again
Port-of-Spain – UNC leader Kamla no claim to infallibility. I accept full rePersad-Bissessar yesterday conceded the sponsibility,” she said.
2020 general election following the ElecPersad-Bissessar’s concession came
tion & Boundaries Commission inform- more than a week after the August 10
ing Trinidad and Tobago’s
poll and following the
President Paula-Mae WeekUNC’s request for rees of the final results.
counts in five constituenFollowing notification
cies. The recount did not
of the official results, Presisignificantly impact the
dent Weekes issued letters
preliminary results that
to Dr Keith Rowley and
put PNM ahead.
Kamla Persad-Bissessar enYesterday,
Persadquiring of their willingness
Bissessar said the “people
to be appointed Prime Minhave spoken”, giving the
ister and Leader of the Opgo-ahead for Rowley and
position, respectively. The
PNM to form the new
ceremony to swear-in the
government.
Cabinet for Trinidad and
Said Persad-Bissessar:
Persad-Bissessar
Tobago takes place today at
“After some days of reflec4:00 p.m. at the President’s House.
tion and monitoring of the progress of
Persad-Bissessar also accepted re- the election recount process, I am satissponsibility for the UNC’s loss at the fied that the people have spoken.” While
polls.
admitting her disappointment with the
“You must accept responsibility for results, at the same time she wished
mistakes made, whether you were aware Rowley “the best”.
of them or not. Whether you had any
However, while extending her concontrol over them, or not. And yes, some gratulations to the PNM, at the same
of them you make on your own. I lay
See Page 18: Results

www.omesh.com

INSURANCE
Roshan Parasram

Lockdown as virus
cases climb in T&T
Port-of-Spain – An escalation to
community spread of the Covid-19
virus earlier this month saw Trinidad
and Tobago retreating to a limited
lockdown that started on Monday, the
government forced to push back on
its earlier opening up of the economy
following a rapid rise in the number of
infections.
Last week Chief Medical Officer Dr
Roshan Parasram confirmed the Covid-19 virus had widened its infection
sweep into the dreaded community
spread. Following confirmation of the
trending, Parasram informed the Pan
See Page 18: Persad-Bissessar
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Listen to the voice of the people

the people for granted; the people
By Dr Jerry Jailall
uyana President Irfaan are sovereign. Your government has
Ali’s promises to be results- a one-seat majority, and that is not
oriented, and his promises cause for any triumphalism. All it
of transparency, efficiency, and ac- takes for you to be voted out is for
countability are very refreshing and 5,000 people to be mad at you in
inspiring. The PPP/Civic has come to 2025, and there are enough of these
power with enormous goodwill from crossover voters to make that happen.
people locally and from
The new parties
many people, countries,
have also won many
and international orhearts during the
ganisations abroad. Evfive-month impasse.
erybody was cheerleadSo be humble; aring and rooting for the
rogance of Ministers
PPP/Civic. The whole
and
functionaries
world was arrayed
would not be toleragainst APNU+AFC as
ated, and will underit attempted to rig, and
mine your foundaonce GECOM made
Irfaan Ali
tions. Your Cabinet
its declaration, former
President David Granger was uncer- took oaths to be “public servants” not
emoniously gone quietly in the night, “public Lords”, so we look forward to
surfacing [later] to place a wreath at “servant leadership”. Be prepared to
use the Kamla Persaud-Bissessar aphis idol Burnham’s tomb.
To offer some words of advice to proach of replacing ministers if they
the PPP/Civic and President Ali, we are found to be corrupt or ineffechave now entered an era of “vote tive. One of the lessons of the March
See Page 8: Guyana paying
them in, vote them out”. Do not take

Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.
Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
1.866.PAULRAM Tel: 416.414.2204
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Alison Redford

Foreign experts looking
at Bayphase FDA work

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Georgetown – An international team
of experts recruited by Canada is not
conducting a review of the Payara Field
Development Plan, Natural Resources
Minister Vickram Bharrat told the Guyana Times earlier this week. According
to Bharrat, the team is instead scrutinising work done by Bayphase Oil and Gas
Consultants, a group out of Camberley,
England that was hired by the previous
APNU+AFC administration in 2019.
According to the Guyana Times report, the Department of Energy gave the
go-ahead in a (US) $386,830 agreement
to Bayphase Oil and Gas Consultants to
See Page 10: Critics say
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Ali’s Roti Shop
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Lansdowne

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

Sajad Gulamali
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• Motor Homes • Tenants
•Contractors• General Liability
• Mortgage • Travel • Group
• Term/Whole Life
• Coverage for Uber Driver
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• Health/Dental
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Phone: 416-383-0901
Fax:
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Email: Sajad@pbnet.ca
www.InsurewiseInc.com

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701
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House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$1,050,000

$949,000

Rewarding Home

Charming

Spacious home in prestigious Castlemore, with 4
bedrooms, 5 washrooms, and a finished basement. Impressive layout with double door entry, 9
feet ceiling, hardwood floors, and fireplace. Neat
bargain!

Grand dble door entry to open/cpt foyer & living
room with 20’ ceiling. A mn flr office, fam. room
with firepl. and large open/cpt kitch. and private
din. area. 4 bdrms with 3 full wshrms on the upr
level & the bsmt is nicely finished, all open/cpt with
furnace located to the corner. It’s yours to discover.

LD
O

Ripe for a Deal
We invite you to inspect. Features 4 bdrms and
3 baths on the up/flr. The mn flr features 9 feet
ceiling, main flr laundry rm, open/cpt living rm,
a formal dining rm, gourmet upgraded kitchen,
& a family rm with gas fpl. An open unobstructed
basement with the frn to the corner. Smart Buy!

S

S

O

LD

$679,900

LD
O
S

LD
O
S

I love heights. Perched above TO’s skyline, it’s a
love nest. I am sprawling with 2 lge bdrms & off.
so you can work from home. Gourmet kitchen
fully equipped for meal prep. Enjoy swim in pool
or cuddle in open balcony. Take me! I’m yours!
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O
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A bargain! 4 bedrooms! Features include hardwood floors, large kitchen, garage and a premium lot. Located in one of North Etobicoke’s best
neighbourhoods. Call today.

A Bargain! Bungalow with 4 bedrooms on the
same level. Features include granite counters,
carport, a premium lot, and a finished basement
with side entrance. It’s in a prime Toronto location.
Clean and well-presented. A rare find.

Something Affordable
Bring your pocket book. Lovely 2 level town home
with a fenced backyard, manicured courtyard, 3
bedrooms, laminate floors, and a finish basement. Includes fridge, stove, washer, dryer, built-in
dishwasher. A rare find.

$589,900

$839,900
Classic Beauty

A Sizzling Summer Buy!

$499,900

$559,900
Young Condo Awaits You

$869,900
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This Home Needs Work
If you are handy, then this is a bargain. Many builders are rebuilding in the area. With some handy
work, this diamond in the rough can become a
gleaming gem. It’s in a prime location. Act fast.

CANADA

DENTISTRY

New Covid-19 issues emerge at Canada borders
Covid-19 has introduced an extraordinary number of meaWhat exactly is a Quarantine Plan? There is no checklist nor
sures that affect virtually every aspect of immigration process- application forms as there is for virtually every immigration aping, but interestingly enough, it has created a new line of busi- plication type.
ness – the quarantine plan.
However, at our immigraShortly after emergency Catherine Sas, Q.C. has over
tion law office, we assimilate a
measures were introduced 25 years of legal experience.
number of documents to make
at border crossings in mid- She provides a full range of
it easy for the CBSA officer at
March, there were numerous immigration services and is a
the port of entry to determine
stories of family members be- leading immigration practitioner
that the individual is allowed
ing separated and unable to (Lexpert, Who’s Who Legal,
to enter Canada in accordance
join relatives in Canada. In the Best Lawyers in Canada). Go to
with the various Covid-19
midst of these stories, clients www.canadian-visa-lawyer.com
provisions. This includes idenbegan contacting us as immi- or email casas@shaw.ca.
tity documents for the both the
gration lawyers to assist them
individual(s) entering Canada
with a strategy to be reunited with their family members.
as well as their Canadian family members, if they are coming to
In addition to setting out the various laws pertaining to Co- join Canadian relatives.
vid-19, which allow for the re-unification of immediate relatives
In the case of workers, it is vital to clearly demonstrate how
of Canadian citizens or permanent residents, an essential ele- the person’s employment fits squarely into the definition of an
ment was to demonstrate
essential worker. We proCanadian Resident Returning During Pandemic
the manner in which the
vide proof of the accomarriving individual would
modation that the indi“I reached the Canadian border on the Fourth of
be able to quarantine and
viduals will have access
July.
live separate from their
to, and generally provide
family members (or cophotos that clearly show
“Usually, the Thousand Islands crossing station
workers) for 14 days.
that a person’s living space
between New York and Ontario is busy on summer
The Covid-19 environwill be self-contained and
weekends. Not this time. Eight of the nine lanes were
ment at the port of entry,
separate from other famclosed, and only one car waited ahead of me in the
is anything but clear and
ily members living in the
single open queue.
predictable. For example,
same residence.
“Despite the light traffic, I waited a while for my inless than two weeks ago, an
We recommend a letter
spection — and when it was my turn, the car behind
essential worker arrived to
from the person entering
me waited a while too. In mask and gloves, an official
obtain a work permit. As
Canada that acknowledges
inspected my Canadian birth certificate, asked whethan essential worker in inthe need to self-isolate for
er I was transporting any weapons, then probed my
frastructure, he is exempt
14 days, as well as the steps
plans for the 14 days of self-isolation required after
from the need to quaranthat will be taken to ensure
entering Canada.
tine.
that they are able to com“What would I do for groceries?
However, we still preply. The further supporting
“How would I walk my two dogs on the trip?
pared a Quarantine plan
information may be letters
“Did I understand Ontario’s masking rules?
for him to make sure that
from relatives, friends,
“At what phone number could I be reached during
he would be permitted
neighbours, or employentry. His employer had
ers confirming that they
my self-isolation?
arranged for private acwill provide the necessary
“Over the next two weeks, that number would recommodation, had stocked
groceries, supplies, and/
ceive texts, robocalls, and a live call from Canadian
the residence with food
or medication that may be
health services. The robocalls delivered motivational
and supplies, and had prorequired.
messages. They thanked me for keeping Canada safe.
vided a letter confirming
It is necessary to demAfter the midpoint of the isolation, they cheerfully
that he would facilitate the
onstrate
a clear underticked off the remaining days: Only four to go! Only
worker’s isolation if and as
standing and recognition
three! Only two! The live calls — my wife and I each got
necessary. The worker was
of what is required in orone — focused more on our well-being. Did we have
permitted to enter Canada
der to quarantine in isolaenough food? Were we lonely or depressed? Did we
and issued a work permit.
tion for 14 days, as well as
need anyone to deliver anything to us? (I’m pleased to
The following day after
the means to do so!
report that the caller I spoke with was a reader of The
arrival, he was sent a letter
Covid-19 has introAtlantic.)”
confirming that as an esduced many new chalsential worker, he was exlenges for people entering
empt from the provisions of the Quarantine Act requiring him or returning to Canada. Our goal for our clients is to make the
to self-isolate for 14 days. Two days later, the same worker was process as seamless and stress-free as possible, and we encoursent a further letter telling him that he was required to quaran- age the preparation of a Quarantine Plan to minimise the risk of
tine for 14 days!
being denied entry.

Covid-19 takes bite out of eating-out spending

According to a new Statistics Canada survey, Canadians are
planning to spend less on eating out and ordering take-out food
as the economy reopens.
The nationwide survey, titled Expected Changes in Spending
Habits During the Recovery Period, was released in July.
Canadians were asked which items they intend to spend less,
more and the same amount on, compared to before the Covid-19 pandemic.
“The largest proportions of Canadians who indicated that
they wanted to reduce spending were often in areas related to
discretionary spending,” authors Farhana Khanam and Sharanjit
Uppal wrote.
According to the study, the item that had the “highest proportion of Canadians stating that they expected to spend less
compared to prior to the pandemic was eating at a restaurant,”
at 51 percent.
“This was followed by entertainment (37 percent), clothing or
apparel (32 percent), recreation (32 percent), and ordering takeout food (31 percent),” the authors noted.
By contrast, Canadians plan to spend more on essential items,
including groceries.
In the study, 19 percent of respondents reported that they
would spend more on groceries, ten percent said that they would
spend less, and seven in ten stated that they would spend about
the same.
“These results are not surprising, given that a significant proportion of respondents stated that they would spend less on eat-
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ing at restaurants and ordering take-out food, thus increasing
the demand for groceries,” according to the study.
The paper also noted that the most recent Consumer Price
Index release shows the price of certain food items has increased
in recent months.
“Other spending categories that had more people saying that
they would be spending more rather than less were education
(with 18 percent expecting to spend more and 12 percent expecting to spend less), utilities (16 percent versus seven percent), housing (eight percent versus five percent), and medicine
(five percent versus four percent,” the study stated.
Projected post-Covid-19 restaurant spending varied slightly
by age group: 48.7 percent of respondents between the ages of
15, and 34 reported that they plan to spend less.
For people aged 35 to 54, 53.8 percent indicated that they will
spend less on restaurants. That number decreased to 50.4 percent for ages 55 and over.
Financial difficulties and health concerns were the major factors behind shifts in planned expenses.
“Among those who reported that they were very concerned
about the health risks of ‘going to restaurants and bars’, for instance, 67 percent said that they would spend less on eating at
a restaurant, compared with 29 percent among those who reported that they were not at all concerned,” the study stated.
In April, a survey from Restaurants Canada suggested that
one in two restaurants feared they would not survive the pandemic.

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca
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Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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RE/MAX Realtron Realty Inc., Brokerage
Independently Owned & Operated

“With over 20 years of experience serving the
community, I will also help you achieve your
dream of home ownership!”

Experienced Family and Real Estate Lawyer s

CRIMINAL LAW
• Impaired Driving
• Robbery
• Fraud
• Theft
• Assault

Why Rent When You Can Own!
Purchase Your Home in 90 Days

Call VEDA LALL

IMMIGRATION LAW

• Bail Hearings
• Mischief
• Weapons Offences
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• Spousal Sponsorships
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• Detention Reviews
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• Citizenship Appeals

Tel: (416) 234-1446 • Fax: (416) 234-0154
8 Beamish Dr ive, Tor onto, ON M9B 3P3 (Near Kipling Subwa y Station)
www.kissoonlaw.ca • dkissoon@bellnet.ca

416-419-2140
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Most Productive Agent in Canada!

885 Progress Ave, #209, Scarborough, ON M1H 3G3 • Office: 416-289-3333 • Fax: 416-289-4535

The Indelible Red Stain

Unparalleled
Mortgage Financing Skills

By Dr Mohan Ragbeer

(Lic. #11815)

Refinance, Bruised Credit, Purchase,
First Time Buyers, New to Canada,
2nd & Private Mortgages, & Much More!

www.verenamortgages.com
Veda Lall Owner/Broker
(Lic. #M09001183)

416-419-2140
885 Progress Ave, Unit 315, Scarborough,
Ontario M1H 3G3

Office. 416-289-1383
Fax. 416-289-4535 | 416-431-7447
vedas@rogers.com

This two-volume work is a personal account of many efforts to influence Dr. Jagan’s political and
economic direction between 1946 and 1963 and presents material hitherto unpublished. Dr Ragbeer
describes colonial Guianese society, its peoples, the role of political extremism, race, US fears and Dr
Jagan’s failure, despite excellent advice, to adopt sound and realistic economic plans for the transition to
independence. The author traces post-war political and social development, the rise of militants and their
involvement in the Cold War. Dr. Jagan allies with the USSR and carried on quixotic attacks on the United
States which allowed his Marxist foil, Forbes Burnham, to seize the reins of government, by guile, terror,
arson and murder and displace Jagan in the final lap to independence. The resulting dictatorship, the
trashing of the country’s economy and the exodus of over 400,000 Guyanese are well known.

The two companion books are available from Amazon.com, through Kindle and other
on-line sellers or from the author at mohan.ragbeer@gmail.com

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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Editorial

S

What next, CWI?

o, what comes next for Cricket West Indies? This
time the question is phrased differently, rather than
the predictable: “So what comes next for West Indies?”, following the team squandering its first Test victory
in England, and then losing the series 2-1.
So, what comes next for Cricket West Indies following
receipt of its most recent Wehby Report?
The Report was commissioned by the Ricky Skerritt
CWI administration after Dave Cameron’s team was adjudged out, and sent back to the pavilion last year. The
Wehby Report is a yet another governance review of the
operations of West Indies cricket. In fact, this is the fifth
management review to be produced in 17 years.
We had the Lucky Report in 2003, with the West Indian
Cricket Board of Control’s response, or non-response, to
its findings leading to Justice Anthony Lucky resigning
from the Board. In his parting shot, Justice Lucky said, “I
have had enough of the lack of transparency and accountability from those in the WICB who are contemptuous
of dissenting views, and I cannot any longer work with
them…”
Justice Lucky’s straight-forward drive was an indicator
of the limiting boundaries operating inside the then-hierarchy of the WICB. Later, in the years ahead, the presentation of even more reports citing the need for a structural
shift in management met with arrogant, self-centred play,
the Board more focused on the ‘Control’ component of its
name, and quite unconcerned with the needs of the region.
Along came the year 2007, and with it, the famous Patterson Report. It was a document produced by the former
Jamaican Prime Minister P. J. Patterson, Sir Alister McIntyre, and Dr Ian McDonald, and it laid out a comprehensive framework for restructuring the way the game was
being administered in the region.
Yet again, Patterson’s report saw no foot-work – no contact whatsoever, and not a single leg-bye. In a statement as
famous throughout the region as the one made by another
Jamaican Prime Minister, Michael Manley, about Trinidad
and Tobago’s oil wealth exiting the country like a dose of
salts, Patterson lamented he had passed an entire year of
his life preparing the 139-page document. The Patterson
Committee, in a later letter of diligence inquiring about its
report, was told by the WICB it was too busy dealing with
the challenges facing the regional game.
Then came yet another leave-alone delivery in 2012
with the Charles Wilkin Report. Once again commissioned to review its governance structure, Wilkin resigned
from the WICB’s Governance Committee right after realising his report was destined to suffer from the same inclement thinking that placed the covers on the Patterson
document. Like Justice Lucky, Wilkin also opened up the
face of his bat, charging that the directors “wanted to preserve at all costs all of their positions on the Board”.
In 2014, the crisis with the West Indies Tour of India,
and the Board of Cricket Control of India initiating a (US)
$41.97m lawsuit for damages saw intervention by the Caricom Prime Ministerial Committee on the Governance of
West Indies Cricket. With inveterate wisdom, Cameron
appointed a committee to review, of all things, the already
thoroughly reviewed WICB governance structure.
Presented in October, 2015, the Caricom report cited
the WICB’s “anachronistic, antiquated, and obsolete” governance structure; it called for immediate dissolution, and
for replacement by an interim management committee.
Yet again the WICB defended its now-rooted stumps,
with Cameron declaring the report’s “findings and recommendations… [were] not supported by facts”; also, he
craftily deflected the pace, maintaining the Board was not
culpable for “the team’s performances on the field”. And in
yet another move that proved this stultifying group could
barely maintain line and length, Cameron commissioned
yet another committee, this time, remarkably, to assess the
unimplemented proposals from the earlier reports.
No wonder the Wehby Report is being met with hostile
bowling, coming in at the tail-end of the batting lineup.
So, the question remains: What next, CWI?
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Hope on two fronts

s India celebrates its 73rd Independence day, marred by
over 2.5 million cases of Covid-19 (1:480, cf USA’s 1:58
per population), the political outlook will hopefully
change in two countries at the extremes of the economic and
power spectrum: Guyana, deprived and small, has shed a dysfunctional government, while the rich and populous US faces an
opportunity to get rid of a presidential menace.
Guyanese have removed PNC (APNU+AFC) hands from its
pockets, but may have fallen into a similar morass of crooks. Irfaan Ali is the new President, but
Bharrat Jagdeo leads the PPP/Civic as General
Secretary, a latter-day Putin plotting to regain the
Presidency. In Communism, the Party General
Secretary is the powerhouse; Janet Jagan was the
first for the PPP. She didn’t disappoint and behaved the role. So too Jagdeo.
The PPP now has a chance for redemption, to start an honest and responsible chapter, by scrupulously curbing its sticky
fingers, avoiding nepotism, and all the reprehensible “isms” and
wayward conduct of the last 20 years (PPP and PNC). Granger
started his term by scandalously raising the pay of ministers and
cronies; Ali should seriously think of reversing that to a more
acceptable ratio to other government employees, and remove
some of their excessive perks. After all, they have already bagged
enough loot from former years, and have more property than
they can properly consume for a lifetime.
The PPP/C must sever links with their unsavoury past and
personalities. They must justify the people’s gamble on them,
and clean house, not just a cosmetic dusting, as if for re-sale,
but a disinfecting deep-clean, for loving care and preservation,
cultivate honesty and high-mindedness, and work for community welfare and enhancement. They must educate the people
for multiculturality, promote learning of the culture and heritage
of all citizen groups that was unceremoniously neglected from
the earliest days of the independence movement, even when its
benefits were clearly shown (see TIRS).
The government must safeguard revenues from oil in a National Wealth Fund at arm’s length from politicos, work to minimise the environmental drawbacks from oil exploitation, and
get proper help to deal with Exxon, and avoid a “resource curse”.
Is it possible to capture the gases for energy production rather
than flaring it? The signing bonus was a pittance, a joke! Was a
backdoor secret deposit arranged, as with Teodoro Obiang of

Equatorial Guinea or Idriss Deby of Chad, and other oil kleptocrats that litter the industry?
Can they cancel sweetheart land “gifts” over the last 20 years,
or else recoup their value? Or prosecute wrong-doers fairly and
consistently, championing truth and even-handedness, so far
missing in Guyanese politics? Actions, in and out of Parliament,
appointments and relationships must be above board and free
of the corruption of the past 66 years; in short, honesty, transparency, reliability, fairness, accountability, justice
and the public good. I know that asking politicians
for just one of these is a burden, but let’s try; it’s
Mohan
Ragbeer not too late to get it right. Can the leopard change
its spots? PPP/Civic might be surprised.
In the US, Joe Biden has shown wisdom in
dealing with dissent, and chosen Kamala Harris as
his running mate, inevitably, though perhaps not his first choice.
Several media, including Newsweek immediately deemed her
ineligible, and the Luray, Virginia, mayor publicly called her
Aunt Jemima: they speedily retracted, the latter contritely. She
is clearly qualified, being over 35 and US-born, and having lived
there nearly all her life.
Some had probed her academic parents, Indian mother,
Shyamala Gopalan and Jamaican mixed father, Donald Harris, both PhDs, and her sister Maya. Her parents’ marriage had
brought together a member of the world’s oldest culture and a
modern mixed-race man, producing offspring, who from different perspectives, can contribute the combination of knowledge,
strength, and wisdom so lacking in leadership of America, now
perilously close to the brink of grave self-harm.
Obsessed with colour and race, American media struggle to
find an epithet for Kamla’s racial mix; they settled on “Black,”
meaning not white! In Guyana, she would be a respected “dogla”!
Her parents divorced when she was seven and her mother raised
the two girls bi-culturally, while participating in the Black civil
rights movement. Kamala’s grand-mother (nanee) Rajam Gopalan was an outspoken community organiser; her nana, P.V. Gopalan, a respected Indian diplomat; in that household, “political
activism and civic leadership came naturally,” Kamala wrote;
“from both of my grandparents, my mother developed a keen
political consciousness. She was conscious of history, conscious
of struggle, conscious of inequities. She was born with a sense of
justice imprinted on her soul.”
She passed that on.

Touching story in the yellow cheese mystery

M

a was certain I would lose my way in the world given my
early successes in purloining edibles from her kitchen.
She would say with exaggerated wonderment, “I wonder how the mouse prise open the tin and run away with such a
big chunk from the cheese?”
I was the culprit, the incipient rodent in me scurrying into activity whenever she left the house. Whenever she
went out, her exit put a number of highly-desirable,
Romeo
edible items in the kitchen in absolute peril – brown
Kaseram
sugar, the condensed milk, and remarkable since its
flavour was always off, a yellow piece of cheese.
I was such a success at my tender age in reducing
this piece of cheese from its original, sizeable chunk, that I became
quite egotistical.
I recall one night when I lifted a scrawny, bony chest upwards,
and proclaimed I could reach up to the full-moon, itself large like
a ripened cheese in the starry sky, and pinch off a sizeable chunk!
Now the cheese in Ma’s kitchen was never large as a full-moon.
In fact, it was more gibbous, a chunk missing, the offences against
its shape typically committed by tiny pink hands and furtive, nibbling front teeth.
Said cheese was also a stained yellow, and now that I look back,
perhaps a bit on the jaundiced side, which hopefully was from its
processing, and not a consequence of unwholesome ripening.
Derisively called “Shop-cheese” by my scathing and more
worldly uncles, I recall it was always moist and oozing oil as it was
slowly cooked by the slow-fires of humidity, soft to the touch so it
easily crumbled, and my goodness, did it ever stink with rancidity
whenever the lid on its tin was surreptitiously lifted using my late
grandfather’s rusted jack-knife.
Despite its unwholesomeness, the cheese was filling, and no
turn-off for my unschooled palate, despite the flies warily hovering above its trail of crumbs.
Filched from its oil-stained brown-paper wrapping inside its
protective tin, the purloined chunk was quickly popped into the
mouth, my breathing interrupted preparatory to downing, in an
action similar to a forced dose of salts and boiled senna pods. It
was swallowed with an urgent, peristaltic action, the way a chicken
widens its beak, holds up its head, and shuts its eyes hoping for the
best, the sharp flavour squirming its way down a lengthy throat.
Right away the incriminating evidence of the cheese’s moisture
on fingers was wiped off on my shorts. Or, if too far gone with
ripening, and was traceable by stench, the evidence was camouflaged on a soot-black pot-cloth, hidden inside the overpowering

but wholesome scents of curry and roasted cumin.
I learned the hard way it was better to be questioned about indelible pot-black that stayed for days on the fingers and clothes
like ink-stains, than to have Ma hold my offending hand up to her
discriminating, discerning, and unusually rotund, blood-hound
nose.
When cornered it was to be justifiably accused of
straying off the true and honest path; then came the
inevitable judicial, furrowed brow, and sentencing
to hard labour, a windshield-wiper wag of a punitive forefinger accompanying the verdict.
Sentencing was typically concurrent ‘lifers’ to
dreary housework: either perpetually scrubbing soot-blackened
pot bottoms using a wad of coconut fibre with a mix of wood-ash
and a harsh blue soap, my fingers corroded from engagement with
the sharp alkalis. Or, pushing fallen leaves and its heady ammoniamix of chicken droppings uphill with dismal, diurnal repetitiveness like Sisyphus labouring with his rock.
I remained puzzled way into my adult life by Ma’s inexplicable
love for her “Shop cheese”. She took whatever where the affinities
that drove its perennial purchase with her to the grave, so I never discovered why she always asked the shopkeeper for, “A small
piece of that nice New Zealand cheese, please”, whenever she was
wrapping up her fortnightly purchases.
That is, until an anecdote came along at a family gathering years
after her passing, where it was related that my late grandfather
loved his “sauce”. As the story went, he would cut chunks off this
yellow cheese with that self-same jack-knife, which he ate to tame
the sharp bite from the raw, dark rum.
But the anecdote left me with more unresolved questions about
both grandparents, rather than solving what had later in my life
become, ‘The Mystery of the Yellow, Rancid Cheese’. However, it
did give me an insight into my late grandfather’s seasoned palate,
and his remarkable tolerance for the pungent and the putrid.
But at the same time I was left wondering which one of the
two delivered the sharper bite – the raw, dark rum, or the rancid
cheese. And whether we had a chicken-and-egg conundrum here:
did the rum go down first, and the cheese afterwards? And since I
remain a sober thinker, which one was left behind at the end – as
the German poem goes, did the cheese stand alone?
Then one day it crossed my mind so I stopped in my tracks: that
perhaps in purchasing the cheese, Ma was keeping his memory
alive, the flame of her love burning low, Pa’s untimely death leaving
a young widow behind.
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Healing needed, not condemnation

Dear Editor:
identify and isolate the true culprits.
The executive of the Supermarket AssociaOne wonders if an employee of Massy Stores
tion of Trinidad and Tobago, together with the or a relative of its directors, or both, should be
owners of Massy Stores, Xtra Foods, and other identified with such an offending rant, would
leading supermarkets, has finally found its indi- the entire company be similarly tainted and
vidual and collective voices to swiftly condemn called upon to suffer such financial ruin?
blatant racist views and stateThe association, in a rush to
ments issued by an employee
appear ‘politically correct’, has
and a relative of the Ramsaran’s
set in motion the possible deDairy Products company.
struction of a 70-year old comNone of these self-righteous
pany that employs hundreds,
companies saw it fit during the
both directly and indirectly,
recent election campaign to
all because of offending racist
condemn the leadership of both
statements made by a victim
the PNM and the UNC for their
of an unprecedented racist poobscene, vulgar, racist, and dilitical campaign by persons who
visive statements and/or innunow hold the highest political
endos in their desperation to
offices in our country.
Naila Ramsaran
secure political power.
Ramsaran, notwithstanding
Naila Ramsaran is no different from the being a victim, has apologised, and the comhundreds of Afro- and Indo-Trinidadian pany has fired her and disassociated itself from
youths and others who continue to blindly fol- the remarks, which were clearly not of their
low their leaders and spew the most vile and making. The company can do no more.
vulgar rants on social media. Like Ramsaran,
SATT, as a major business entity, should get
they are all victims of this selfish and vicious off its self-righteous throne and truly make its
recent campaign. Regrettably, most of these contribution towards the process of healing
sycophants have no backlash to suffer because this divided nation.
they have nothing to lose.
Dave C Persad, via email
SATT and its members have sought to demonise a victim and punish a company that [On August 14, SATT indicated it was satisfied
had absolutely nothing to do with the offend- with measures taken by Ramsaran’s Dairy Proding remarks, and whose only sin is being the ucts to address the comments made by its former
employer of the person and sharing a familial employee. The company fired the employee, and
relationship.
also issued an apology for its employee’s action.
The association’s move is dangerous, im- Consequently, SATT said it had lifted the boycott
mature, unfair, and has surely done nothing to placed on Ramsaran’s products.]

Let us acknowledge the hurt we feel
Dear Editor:
As the society is paying attention to racism,
let us acknowledge that in Trinidad and Tobago, our reality is complex, and there are victims
and perpetrators all around.
Let us acknowledge the hurt each of us feels
when we are insulted for our ethnicity.
For example, racism against Indians is manifested in the bullying of Indian children in
school; calypsoes ridiculing Indians and being
praised as national culture, and its purveyors
as cultural icons; Christians publicly calling
Hindus pagans, heathens and idol worshippers;
public calls for Indians to be ‘deported’; criminal activity and violence targeting Indians, for
example, murder, kidnapping, robbery, rape,
assault; sexual threats to ‘breed’ Indian women
in order to ‘douglarise’ the country; radio programmes openly and regularly insulting, denigrating, threatening, slandering and targeting
Indians, and being allowed to broadcast freely;
discrimination in the public, teaching and Police Service, demonstrated over and over again
in court.
Examples of racism against Africans include
the denigration of African physical appearance
(colour, hair, features); when Africans are stereotyped as criminal and/or lazy; when Africans are made to feel inferior to other groups
and excluded; when Africans are portrayed as
uncivilised and dehumanised by others; when
all Africans are wrongly judged as untrustworthy with money by others; the denigration
of Africans as lowly, sub-human and unworthy
of social dignity and respect; the denial of economic and job opportunities due to prejudice
against African peoples.
Racism against whites also occurs. This
is seen when all whites are called racist; local
whites are referred to and treated as foreigners;
people think of all whites as rich; when white
people today are held responsible for actions
in history; when criminal activity and violence
target them, for example, murder, kidnapping,
robbery, rape, assault; the sexual harassment
and predation of white women.
There is racism against Chinese people as
well. Chinese men are disrespectfully called
stereotypical names like ‘Mr Chin’. People
constantly make disparaging sexual jokes. The

Chinese accent and names are openly mocked,
even when local Chinese have been here for
generations. Others make constant insults and
‘jokes’ about Chinese eating dogs.
Racist remarks are also made against Syrians, such as calling all Syrians money-hungry
exploiters; considering Syrians as non-Trinidadians; calling Syrians stupid, unintelligent, and
inbred; and labelling the entire Syrian community as drug dealers and/or as people who have
all obtained wealth unjustly.
Even mixed-race people are the victims of
racist bullying at school; name calling such as
‘mixed breed’, ‘mulatto’, ‘nowherian’, and ‘mongrel’; being excluded from gatherings and social activities because of their mixed heritage;
sometimes they are disowned by their own
family members; some have even been told
mixed-race people have no soul.
I’m sure I have missed out many other
things, and one can feel free to point out what
was not mentioned above. Unfortunately, the
above list is not exhaustive.
We must also recognise that not all Trinidadians say hurtful things, and that many times,
our own groups discriminate against us more
than other groups do! This can be due to colour, money, where one lives, and so on, and
nothing at all to do with race.
However, let us resolve to ensure that we do
not continue with such behaviour. Also, let us
not pretend that our own group does not engage in hurtful actions and rhetoric against
other groups. Penalising one group alone, as
though all sins lie there and not with any one
else, including our own group, is wrong.
As regards wrong-doers, let us treat with
the cases using the tools at hand: our Bill of
Rights (Fundamental Rights and Freedoms),
The Equal Opportunities Act and Freedom of
Information Act. We can strengthen existing
tools and establish more, if necessary.
Seeking mob revenge, or trying to destroy an
entire group for the actions of one or a few are
wrong, particularly in our society where none
is without sin. It opens the door to destructive
passions and nefarious agendas, which our society cannot afford at this time, and which can
destroy us all.
Dr Kirk Meighoo, via e-mail
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Ceasefire call on racial hostility
Dear Editor:
Since the advent of social media, Facebook has been as used as the people’s media
of choice to vent their frustrations in the
public domain. The truth is there are racists
in all groups of people. The frightening part
is that they are not afraid to post their racist
rants on social media.
I have looked on with wonder and
amusement, concern and frustration, as I
read the statements and counter statements
on the much heated Naila Ramsaran posts.
The original post attacks the PNM with language similar to Gary Griffith and his referring to the criminal elements as ‘cockroaches’, the subsequent posts in the same thread
are outright disturbing. [Ramsaran’s] apologies and that of the company were soundly
rejected as too little too late.
The reaction by the Supermarket Association of Trinidad and Tobago to ban
Ramsaran’s products was equally brutal.
Their decision to pull the product off their
shelves seemed like swift justice, but soon
dried up amidst threats of a boycott against
the participating supermarkets.
I am neither defending the post, nor do I
wish to apologise it away.
Interestingly when CEO of Starlite
Group Ltd Gerald Aboud made his racist
statements there was no immediate move
by any supplier to withhold products from
the shelves at Starlite. Massy is one of the
largest pharmaceutical suppliers in Trinidad and Tobago. There was no rush to put
a ban in place, or call for a boycott from any
civil watch groups.
Similarly there was no ban or boycott for
those who conceived and took part in the
now infamous sari skit. The PM did apologise, but that was two weeks later. The short

Hera Nandlal

point is that many have posted worse, but we
have not seen the cannons come out to kill a
fly as is the case now.
The political leader of the PNM has
opened a can of worms that he may never be
able to close when he spewed racial rhetoric
on the campaign platform. This constituted
a clear signal for others to take to social media and do the same.
The UNC’s ads for the general elections
were no better, giving bananas to a tattered
looking Afro-Trinidadian! Who in their
right mind came up with that? Sounds like
sabotage to me. The ultimate blame lies with
the leader.
I wish to say racism is wrong and answering racist posts with racist rants is equally
so. I am afraid for our country and the now
fragile race relations that exist.
If left untreated with frank and open discussions, then we may lose our unity forever.
What is required now is healing and appreciation of each other for who we are as
a people and as individuals. The IRO has all
but disappeared from this land. Where are
their voices amidst the current madness?
Our peace in this multicultural, multiethnic society is a fragile one, easy to break,
and very hard to restore.
I am calling on the political leaders of
both parties together with religious and
other leaders in society to make statements
aimed at bringing calm to what can become
a very volatile situation.
Every race here has suffered, and the
hands of each other. We are bruised and battered. This election has further fractured our
racial truce.
I now call for a full ceasefire and dialogue
on a way forward.
Pundit Satyanand Maharaj, via email
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Ask Jay...

Long journey but now Guyana will heal

Dear Editor:
Guyana is very badly wounded. Her own
people, who inflicted many blows upon her
body, even after it had become severely damaged, may not at this time realise how much
pain they inflicted upon her, and how much
she is hurting.
In the past, she moaned softly, privately,
and hid her tears. Now her pain is a very public lament; the sound of her wail is like
the siren which warns of a dangerous
situation, blaring in the streets, and
demanding everyone’s attention.
The blows Guyana received
were of all kinds: ethnic, political, economic, and many
others, which if they were
to be named, would evoke
more pain because of the
memories they would
stir. The wounds and lacerations are on all parts of her
anatomy, and she is suffering
from internal bleeding too, haemorrhaging from her womb.
Prosperity is the baby so named by
the people who anticipate its arrival
with uninhibited joy, but sadly, they
are the very ones who beat her mother
while she is pregnant. Now the baby is
threatened with death, as the mother’s
strength ebbs, and her will to survive is
urged to succumb to her pain.
How do you heal a wounded nation?
When someone has been beaten within an
inch of their life by a rabid crowd, and that
same crowd has to attend to her healing, the
healing process begins with many complications. This is what faces Guyana now.
Today, good intention to help with healing is
subject to contention from people’s instinct for
self-protection. Perceptions abound, and innocent, well-meaning interventions are looked
upon suspiciously, and “knowingly”, through
prisms of race and politics. While Guyana was
beaten in the spur of the elections moment,
some motivations to inflict pain on her are decades old, older than she is. They were in place
when her birth certificate was issued. Guyana
was born in licks.
A desire to help does not mean that the dysfunctions which prompted the beatings have
been cured. On the contrary, it highlights the
dilemma of her healing process. Even when
respected practitioners step up to administer
care to her at the roadside of life, the beating
crowd retains the right to tell them how to, and
substitute raw emotion for helpful medication.
Guyana can be healed. It will be a long process to recovery, but with adequate care, she
will overcome, stand up strong, and deliver
that baby her people long to see. The Guyana
Baby will do very well; let mamma’s recovery
begin now.
Her healing is tied to her people. Obviously, not some of her people, every one of
them. There must be no more beating, or she
will die. I pray. Guyana’s children, who beat her

for a song yesterday, want to talk today. Saying
something to others is not the same as having a talk with them. In the Kingdom of God,
His subjects are told, “Confess your faults one
to another.” He says before you come to me
with religious gifts, go and make up with your
brother.
This is one of our greatest challenges at this
time. Guyana’s children confess the faults of the
other. To heal Guyana, the Master says, “Confess what you did.” That means individuals
and groups must be open, honest, and public
about their faults, both predispositions
and practice, telling them to those who
they have offended, with intent to heal.
It is sometimes difficult to come
to the place to do so, but when
we do, God purifies the
soul that does it and puts
a poultice on the one who
needs it.
If Guyana’s children
do not acknowledge to
one another, the wounds they
inflicted on each other, neither
will they be comforted, and the
gaping wound their words
and deeds opened in their
mother’s side will become
worse, and bleed, and
ooze, and smell, and
embarrass all her
s
on
m
children, to each
om
aC
edi
m
other,
to
her many neighi
ik
esy W
Court
bours, and from that septis will
emerge tomorrow’s children, contaminated
from the womb.
The Messiah, who came to show us how we
were meant to live with each other, says, “Make
the Samaritan your neighbour: Live by doing
whatever is necessary to heal your neighbour,
and pay the price to make it happen.”
The context was racial tension. The practice
was rejoicing at ethnic discomfort. The counter-culture example of the Good Samaritan was
a new standard being lifted up for overcoming
inter-ethnic strife, and the situation used to
communicate that idea is where someone of
the other race lay badly wounded. People heal
people.
Guyana’s healing will come as her children
are prepared to pay the price for her to get better. It is true that some did not inflict wounds
on her, but like the Samaritan, God ordered
your steps to the wounded because He knows
you can help by picking up the badly beaten,
transporting them to safety, securing the best
interventions to ensure their recovery, and
publicly committing to pay the entire bill to ensure the wounded’s care.
The Samaritan had to consider what his own
people, and those on the other side also, would
think, and how they would react to him when
they heard of his “betraying” deeds. He did and
chose to risk their derision and worse to himself and his family by going public with his mission to better humanity. Be a healer.
Marlon Hestick, via email

Dear Editor:
Citizens Action for Free and Fair Elections is
relieved and pleased that the conflicts relating
to the general elections in Guyana have finally
been resolved.
CAFFE congratulates President Mohammed
Irfaan Ali on his assumption of office as the
Head of the Guyanese Government. CAFFE
also commends the people of Guyana for their
patience and forbearance during the protracted
delay in bringing the matter to a conclusion so
that a government, elected in accordance with
the Constitution and laws of Guyana, could assume office.
CAFFE sincerely hopes that all relevant parties will now cooperate in ensuring that the
transition is completed in a smooth and efficient manner, and that the composition of the
new government will in accordance with the
declaration on its Constitution, “Celebrate our

cultural and racial diversity and strengthen our
unity by eliminating any and every form of discrimination”.
However, CAFFE is strongly of the view that
the peoples of the Caricom Community should
not be satisfied with what has taken place, but
should learn from its lessons and seek to prevent a recurrence of any similar experience in
our Community.
The electoral process is at the very foundation of our democracy. Free and fair elections,
and the integrity of the determination of the results, are, therefore, of critical importance.
CAFFE calls on the Caricom Community
leaders to formulate a Convention on Electoral Systems that requires electoral systems to
meet prescribed standards and to provide for
the expeditious and just resolution of electoral
disputes.
Dr Lloyd Barnett & Anton Thompson

Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

T

Covid-19 Changing the Way We do Things

he real estate industry, the main engine in our economy, has come to a screeching halt. The health authorities recommend that to ease the spread of Covid-19,
we must avoid being in close contact with each other. Real estate is a multifaceted industry involving many, from buyers to movers. Each is an important gear, but with
social distancing, the gears cannot unite. It is best if buyers and sellers can postpone
their decisions until the virus settles. However, there are many who are caught in the
middle and must proceed.
Sellers sell must take the following precautions:
1.		Know who is coming over. Realtors should ensure that the prospective buyers have
		not been out of the country for the past two weeks or have been in contact with any
		one who might be infected.
2.		Prepare the home for showing. Leave a note on the front door asking everyone to
		use hand sanitiser or wipes before going through the home. Turn on all lights and
		open all internal doors. Ask realtors to oversee that their clients do not touch any
		thing. Step out during the visit on the driveway, giving the parties their distance.
3.		Disinfect the home after every showing. A combination of disinfectant spray along
with soap and water is effective. Wipe all light switches, door handles, cupboard
		handles, taps, and appliances. If there is a lockbox, that too along with the key
		should be disinfected.
4.		Limit the number of visitors. A maximum of four persons should be allowed per visit.
		Visits should be in half-hour intervals and must not be overlapping. Only the main
		parties and no children should be allowed to enter the home.
5.		No open houses. Open houses engage the public, and with social distancing
		measures, it is discouraged.
6. Only allow serious Buyers to visit. The digital age makes it easier with 3D virtual
		tours, online photos and videos and various social media platforms and websites.
		Applications such as Facetime are useful to show the home and explain the features
to prospective buyers. The online marketing must reflect the property as it is for it to
be effective.
7.		Use digital signatures. This would avoid sharing of pens and close contact. Digital
		signatures are fast, easy, and safe. The technology tracks the location, I.P. address,
and the exact time the signature is made. It can be done by signing with your finger
		on a smart phone.
8.		Selling homes with tenants. This can be trickier. The tenant’s well-being is important.
		For digital marketing, get the tenant’s permission for photography. The tenant may
have family photos on the wall that will be exposed to the world. Work out an
arrangement with the tenants. You may want to restrict showings for only a specific
		time when your Realtor is present to supervise the showing and disinfect the home
		afterwards.
Prospects must take the following safety measures:
1. Postpone buying if possible. Covid-19 strikes without warning. It is extremely
contagious. We can carry it without knowing, and like a bee, infect the entire family hive.
2.		Get approval for mortgage before shopping. Frustration steps in when buyers
cannot get financing. Time wasted cannot be regained and with Covid-19, that is
		considered irresponsible. Buyers must have their job letter, paystubs, and social
		insurance number ready. The lender would require an application to be completed
and a credit check done. A mere pre-qualification where the purchase is based on
		income alone is not good enough. Do the X-ray and the MRI before the surgery.
3.		Be prepared. It is best to travel in your own vehicle to visit the property instead of
		riding with your realtor. Have hand sanitiser, a mask, and disposable gloves with
		you. Maintain your distance and keep your hands in your pockets.
4.		Narrow your search. Realtors can give buyers access to all the properties through a
		program called “collaboration”. Buyers can review as many properties as possible,
		and through the process of elimination, choose their best three properties to visit.
5.		Avoid close contact. Let the property inspector inspect the home alone. He can send
		an electronic report or use virtual inspection, where the inspector can Facetime the
		client during the inspection. Any signatures can be done electronically as well.
		Deposits for securing the property can be wired instead of visiting the bank and
		obtaining a draft.
If you are shopping for condos, be careful in confined spaces such as elevators. Avoid
seeing condos during rush hour and take all the necessary precautions. If you are moving in or out of a condo, check with management. They may have certain restrictions
that can affect your move.
Be SMART. Social Distancing; Measure risk; Ask questions; Rely on professionals and
Touch Nothing. We owe it to ourselves, our family, our country, and our world to do our
part. Let’s be serious.

Jay Brijpaul

Citizen group pleased election issues fixed
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Expectations high for incoming govt now PPP/C in power

W

ith the PPP/Civic government once again in full
control of power in Guyana, expectations of the
people as well as the international community will
be quite high. And if the government can meet those expectations, then it is likely that power will not change hands in the
country for generations to come.
Evidently, the people of Guyana have lost trust in the
APNU+AFC coalition following its contemptible behaviour
since it lost a no-confidence motion in December 2018, and
more so, after the March 2, 2020 elections.
The party’s failed attempt at rigging yet another election and almost initiating a bloodless coup d’état will be difficult to erase from
the memories of the Guyanese people. The
truth is, the PNC, APNU, or the APNU+AFC
coalition – all one and the same – never won
a fair election in Guyana, but yet ruled the
country for almost a quarter of a century.
Now, the so-called major opposition party could be deemed officially dead, having sealed its own coffin.
However, this does not mean that the road ahead will be easy
for the PPP/Civic. It must be recalled that its own actions led
to its downfall , which caused the APNU+AFC coalition to regain control, albeit through a one-seat majority in Parliament in
2011, and then full power in 2015, in what is perceived to be a
rigged election.
The opposition took advantage of a myriad of allegations of
corruption and a lack of transparency to put the PPP/Civic in
bad light with the people of Guyana, as well as the international
community.
But more important, the PPP/Civic neglected, or maybe took
for granted, its own supporters, mainly in Berbice, its major
stronghold.
This allowed “soup drinkers” like Moses Nagamootoo and
Khemraj Ramjattan – both former PPP/Civic members – to
seize the opportunity to woo its supporters on behalf of the
AFC, which hypocritically formed an alliance with APNU to
unseat the PPP/Civic.
There are a couple of key lessons to be learned from these past
experiences. The new government has to ensure that it governs
itself in a transparent manner, and take steps to weed out corruption.
The truth is, there will be more eyes watching the performance of the government than ever before. The Opposition
coalition will seek every opportunity to raise awareness of the
shortcomings of the government, and may even attempt to sabotage its efforts. This also requires the government to remove certain coalition appointees who could be in a position to interfere

in government initiatives.
Secondly, the PPC/Civic cannot afford to ignore the needs of
its supporters, but should rather strengthen its support base. It
has been a costly mistake in the past that cannot be repeated.
There is no doubt that it will face criticism for pandering to its
supporters, but well-executed programs that benefit the economy, and yet target its supporters might face less opposition.
Incidentally, agriculture, which has been sidelined by the current government, is one way to benefit its supporters, particularly in Berbice. Agriculture has historically been a mainstay of
the economy, and can take its rightful place
in parallel with the development of the oil
industry.
Dwarka
The government has also expressed comLakhan
mitment to revive the sugar industry. While
this will be a tough challenge, the focus
should be on effective management. In fact, it
is poor management that caused the industry
to fail, and not so much the high cost of production, which can
be directly correlated to weak management controls and consequently operational inefficiencies.
Arguably, the cost of resuscitating the sugar industry will be
high, but the benefits must also be measured in terms of employment creation, community development, foreign exchange
earnings, and linkages to industrial and manufacturing activities. With measured intervention and sound risk management,
sugar can once again be a sustainable industry in Guyana.
On the plus side, the new government enters office with the
prospect of a healthy economy, in spite of all the drama surrounding the elections. The country’s oil wealth, if properly
managed, can sustain a healthy economy for many years to
come, providing the government with funding to support its development initiatives.
The Guyanese economy is forecasted to grow by almost 60
percent this year and is expected to remain one of the fastest
growing economies in the world for at least the next three years.
With the potential for reduced dependency on aid to fund its
development as a result of oil revenues, development planning
has become a necessity.
Whatever the long-term goals the government has for Guyana, it would be prudent for it to prioritise them and determine
what strategies must be put in place to achieve them – taking
into consideration the resources required to achieve such goals,
including its excess oil revenues.
Put simply, though a policy document, from an operational
standpoint the plan would be like a roadmap for the country
to get to its destination, recognising that there could be speedbumps, potholes, and detours along the way.

Without it, the government would never know when the
country would have achieved the goals it set, leaving scope for
ad hoc decisions, corrupt practices, and discontentment if resources are perceived to be inappropriately or inefficiently allocated – that is, without a publicly-known plan. Goals identified
by the plan must be realistic and measurable, rather than being
ad hoc.
Regardless of the government’s objectives, the bottom line is
that the plan should not be based on political whims and fancies,
but on the strengths and weaknesses of the economy, as well as
both its comparative and competitive advantages, and opportunities that the country can leverage.
It must be developed through broad-based consultation, and
make adequate use of technical experts, whenever necessary,
who are knowledgeable about the unique circumstances of Guyana.
The plan must set policy direction for economic growth, and
identify strategies, programs, and projects to promote social and
economic development over a defined long-term period, typically five to ten years or more. It must also identify the potential
execution risks; as well being flexible enough to allow for various
shortfalls.
Arguably, Guyanese professionals are best equipped to prepare a national development plan. While the use of foreign experts might be feasible, they are not necessarily always familiar
with the nuances of the country, and often simply regurgitate
what they are told by their local counterparts – making their input worthless. This has historically been a major shortcoming of
foreign consultants because they are not dedicated to the success
of the local country. Incidentally, there are already reports of the
government hiring an unqualified consultant.
The reality is: Guyanese experts know their country best. Barring political influence, they should either create the national
development plan, and the government should only use foreign
experts, if necessary.
If a national development plan is put in place, the government could be seen as embarking on a journey without a roadmap, which will be subject to criticism and possible falling short
of the expectations of the people. Conversely, with a plan, the
people will be aware of the intentions of the government, and
will more likely support it, especially if the plan is developed
through consultation with relevant institutions.
The PPP/Civic government finds itself in a unique position at
a crucial juncture in the country’s history. It is the same position
that the former coalition government was unwilling to give up. It
has access to the money and resources to take Guyana to a more
respectable level. And if it can, it will earn the trust of the people
who will ensure it remains in power.

to collect it. This is the antithesis of efficiency. Put an end to
From Page 1
2020 election is that the people will no longer tolerate dictator- these kinds of things that sap the energy of the people. This is
the twenty-first century. We need quick responses from governship and kleptocracy by any party.
You should know that the people are paying careful attention ment, and need a new “customer service” orientation. Inefficiento your words, and looking to see if your actions match them. cy is what fuels bribery to speed things up.
President Ali, your promise of transparNot everyone who criticises you is your enency is crucial, especially in oil. Please release
emy to be squashed; that person may be your
all oil-related agreements. Please recruit
best friend telling you the truth, warning you
more people trained in oil. You need a large
to mend your ways and to get back in line. Be
team of technocrats to help our fresh, new
nice to the people you see on your way up; it
Minister of Natural Resources. Jan Mangal,
will be the same people you see on your way
Melinda Janki, Charles Ramson, Annette
down (and they will laugh at you as you are
Arjoon-Martins, Vincent Adams, Christocoming down).
pher Ram, Nigel Hinds, Evan Persaud, and
Guyana has always been well-endowed
others in the diaspora must be recruited and
with the most natural resources of any Cariincluded to help in this area where we are
com country, yet we remained poor – not
weak and being taken advantage of by a huge
because of natural disasters, but because of
corporation. Your government will not be
manmade disasters called “politicians”. It
forgiven if it fails to renegotiate all contracts.
was not the shortage of resources that kept
As important as oil is our education secus poor, it was the corruption of our lying,
tor with the largest budget. There is no curcheating, stealing politicians.
rent education plan for the country. The
It is now time to stop this vicious circle of
website is outdated. There is no way you can
underdevelopment, and it is high time for all
email anyone in the Ministry. I tried to send
of our people to live the good life. All lives
Irfaan Ali
them some resource information on how to
matter. We are impatient and will not stand
idly by while greedy politicians and their friends think political prepare for opening schools in the Covid-19 environment, but
office gives them a right to plunder State resources. With all the the website does not allow for that. I could not find any inforresources with which we have been blessed including our new- mation on how the Ministry is addressing Covid-19 issues in
education. So, who was minding the store there?
found oil, there is no reason any Guyanese should be poor.
The system, as is, fails more than half the students who do not
So, President Ali, if you are going to be “results-oriented”,
then set some targets for your Ministers, and if they fail, replace pass their CXC exams. We cannot benchmark ourselves with the
them. You face a Local Government Election in two years. Me- tiny Caribbean islands and delude ourselves into thinking we
diocrity has no place in the Cabinet. Our entire government is are doing okay compared to other Caricom countries.
Posing with five academically gifted students who passed
inefficient and not customer-friendly. As bad as the coronavirus
15-plus subjects is not reflective of the success rate of all the
is a disease in the Guyana government called “come-back-itis”.
For example, if you go from Berbice to GRA in Georgetown students. So, Minister Manickchand has a lot of mess to clean
to get a driver’s licence, that is not a same-day transaction. You up. This is a senior Minister with enormous experience, but she
have to spend more time and money to go back another day needs to surround herself with a strong technocratic team that

has experienced education practitioners, who can help us transition to a twenty-first century system, redesigned to accelerate remote instruction in the Covid-19 era. Many in the diaspora may
be willing to assist her, but the government as a whole must not
see the diaspora as a large fundraising and lobbying farm, but
must be willing to deliberately recruit, encourage, and welcome
meaningful diasporic involvement. A Ministry of Diaspora Affairs is not a bad idea.
Regarding accountability, the people are tired to see the Auditor General’s Reports and Public Accounts Committee reports
indicating much wrong-doing, but nobody is going to jail or being surcharged for malfeasance in office. Every dollar that is stolen steals medicines from our people, steals that road or bridge
we have been waiting for all our lives to be built, steals that library that could be built for our children, and diminishes us all.
We need a new accountability that swiftly dispenses justice to
wrong doers.
The people are tired of corruption, President Ali.

Guyana paying close attention to your words, tired of corruption, President Ali
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Windows & Doors
State of the Art

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR ENERGY BILLS

MANUFACTURING
& INSTALLATION

We will beat any written quote Best Price Guaranteed

BERBICE WINDOWS & DOORS
Tel: 416-293-0108

38 Thornmount Dr, Unit 16, Scarborough, ON
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Shaken, stirred James Bond comes out firing
Georgetown – An irate PNCR member, James Bond, was yes- ment; however, he never received a response, and later, no exterday both shaken and stirred following discovery from media planation on why he was not selected.
reports that he had been excluded from the mix of new and re“That was the first disrespect,” he said, adding, “the APNU/
turning APNU parliamentarians.
AFC needs me more than I need the APNU/AFC”.
In a blitzkrieg response, Bond promptly brought out his big
Bond felt he was an ideal candidate for a parliamentary pick,
guns on social media, declaring war on PNCR leader David noting he has a lot of firepower in the party, and so was at a loss
Granger, sniping at him, and saying his leadership was “ineffec- to understand why he was overlooked.
tive” and “mediocre”.
He indicated he too was fired-up
Bond even placed the crosshairs furabout Lawrence being snubbed as a parther up on Granger’s recent leadership,
liamentarian, adding the entire PNCR
blaming him for taking the party down
was “livid” about the decision.
to its election loss following the March 2
In a direct hit on Granger, Bond
General and Regional Elections. He also
blamed his “poor leadership”, and acthreatened to rewrite Granger’s political
cused him of betraying party loyalist as
legacy in Guyana.
Lawrence.
Said Bond, “I want you to know I am
“There was no consultation… she
coming for you …David Arthur Grangwas summoned to a meeting and told
er, you are not my friend! …So, whenevshe is not going to Parliament,” he said,
er you see me, know you are not looking
adding that the party deserves a leader
at a comrade,” Bond blasted.
who will listen.
Directly targeting Granger, he added:
According to reports, other promi“[Your] leadership cost us an election …
nent PNC/APNU members did not
the reason we are in Opposition is bemake the pick for Parliament, among
cause of your leadership.”
them Amna Ally, Simona Broomes, BaBond also leveled his Facebook guns
sil Williams, and Aubrey Norton.
at the party for its snubbing of heavyHowever, in a surprise twist, it was
James Bond
weight PNC Chairwoman Volda Lawrevealed Granger will not return. Withrence, who up to the election loss was widely viewed as a pow- out the senior guidance of Granger, Lawrence, Ally, or Williams
erhouse in the party.
in Parliament, it appears the plan is for Joseph Harmon to take
Said Bond: “It is grossly disrespectful to the members of the the lead, and possibly become Opposition Leader.
PNCR, the Georgetown District of the PNCR, and the Office of
Harmon was only recently inducted into the PNCR Central
the Chairman of the PNCR to snub Lawrence for a seat in the Executive Committee, in what was another eye-brow raising
National Assembly.”
move. With Harmon’s elevation, questions are now swirling
Also, in a scattershot assault, he said it was “time to rescue the about Granger’s future in public life, and whether he will be able
PNCR from inept, ineffectual, and aloof leadership”.
to hold on to, and remain, leader of the PNCR.
In a further volley at Granger, he added: “This is now a battle
In the line-up to face the new PPP/Civic government withfor the soul of what it means to be PNC. Enough of mediocrity. Harmon possibly leading a much lighter brigade are Dr Karen
It is time I personally rewrite your legacy, Sir.”
Cummings, Khemraj Ramjattan, David Patterson, and Raphael
In a later rapid fire livestream, Bond explained how disre- Trotman.
spected PNCR members felt upon learning about being byAmong the new faces now in Bond’s hostile line of fire are
passed for parliament roles via media reports. Bond said he was Coretta McDonald, Geeta Chandon-Edmonds, Sherod Duncan,
looking forward to being a representative of the party in Parlia- Juretha Fernandes, Devin Sears, and Roysdale Forde.
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Global Witness calls on
govt to probe oil licence
Georgetown – The UK-based anti-corruption organisation Global Witness has called on the new PPP/Civic government to immediately investigate, and renegotiate USowned oil giant Exxon’s exploitative oil licence, the news
agency CMC reported earlier this week.
The group added that for the PPP/Civic to do so would
ensure Guyana has the funds for reconstruction following a
divisive elections, and the debilitating Covid-19 pandemic.
Global Witness said in February 2020, its exposé Signed
Away: How Exxon's Exploitative Deal Deprived Guyana Of
Up To US$55 Billion revealed that Guyana could lose billions of US dollars from a 2016 Exxon oil deal, according to
a report from the fiscal analyst firm, OpenOil.
Said Global Witness: “The deal, for an offshore licence
called Stabroek has bad financial terms thanks to Exxon’s
aggressive negotiation tactics with inexperienced Guyanese
officials.”
According to Jonathan Gant, Senior Campaigner at
Global Witness, “With Exxon increasingly dependent upon
an immense Guyanese oil find, President Irfaan Ali has a
remarkable opportunity to make a new deal while showing
the interests of all Guyanese – not Exxon – are at the heart
of his administration.”
Last February when the PPP/Civic was in Opposition, it dismissed as a “lame excuse” the allegations by the
APNU+AFC coalition administration that Global Witness
was seeking to interfere in the March 2 elections.
In its statement earlier this week, Global Witness said
the APNU+AFC coalition “rushed to sign Exxon’s deal despite knowing the company would soon announce new oil
find results”, and even as experts were informing them to
seek more information.
It said that Exxon’s licence is the subject of ongoing litigation in Guyana, with civil society groups arguing it is illegal.
“Global Witness believes President Ali’s government
should investigate Stabroek to determine if it was properly
awarded. Exxon has denied the deal is bad for Guyana and
disputes OpenOil’s analysis, as has the oil data company
Rystad,” the group said.
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Critics say Guyana needs the best

However, with the announcement of the inFrom Page 1
review ExxonMobil’s Payara contract, in a pro- ternational team being led by Redford, there
cess that started on December 27, 2019. This has been criticism out of Georgetown by induswas later followed by a first contract extension try experts questioning her experience in deepat no cost to July 27, 2020. What then transpired water developments projects.
was a second extension was made to September
Redford is a former Attorney General and
27, 2020, along with an 11 percent increase to Premier of Alberta, and has worked with other
the contract sum that took Bayphase’s cost up groups around the world to conduct similar
to (US) $429,382. The review is still underway, reviews, the Guyana Times revealed. She has
also served as a World Bank Advisor on Gas
and should be completed shortly.
Sector Reform in Pakistan
According to Minister
and Afghanistan, and in
Bharrat, it is this review
other jurisdictions, in denow being done by Bayveloping new approaches to
phase that is under scruupstream regulation, transtiny by the independent,
parency, and accountability
international team led by
inclusive of community enCanadian Queen’s Counsel
gagement.
Alison Redford. As such
However, even as the
the international team is
government clarified the
not conducting a total reobjective of the internaview of the Payara Develtional group focusing on
opment Plan, he said.
Bayshore’s report, pushback
Said Bharrat: “We didn’t
in Georgetown saw Kaieteur
appoint Bayphase. They
Vickram Bharrat
News publishing a front
were hired under the previous government. So, why should we take a page comment on Monday stating Redford was
report that they give to us wholesale, and say the wrong person to head the expert review of
this is it? We deserve to have an independent the Payara Field Development Plan, and dere-examination of what Bayphase has done, be- claring she “lacks the appropriate qualifications
and experience in reviewing FDPs”.
cause we weren’t part of it when it started.”
It added, “Guyana does not need a political
Bharrat added the move to examine Bayphase’s work was underway as President Dr Ir- and regulatory lawyer to spearhead such a vital
faan Ali wanted to be fully satisfied Guyana will technical review... Guyana needs the best to undertake the review.”
receive maximum benefits for its expenditure.
Said Kaieteur News: “The country can illSaid Bharrat: “The President wants to be satisfied that when he signs this document, that afford another fiasco it its dealings with Exxthe benefits that derive from this agreement are onMobil. We have been taken advantage of begood for Guyana, and we don’t end up with in fore. The country was deprived of (US) $55B as
the same situation as before… The President a result of the flawed negotiations undertaken
could’ve easily signed the agreement that Bay- by the previous administration. The present rephase prepared, because they’re the consul- view is our last chance to maximise the benefits
tants here over the past seven months carrying for our people. If we get it wrong, the present
out the project. But he doesn’t want to sign an and future generations are doomed to a fate of
scratching a living.”
agreement just like that.”
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Re/Max Hall Of Fame
Chairman Award
Re/Max Platinum Club

Thinking Of Buying Or Selling?
Call Me First For “Service Beyond The Contract”!

SCARBOROUGH
Immaculate, expensively upgraded home with high end
finishes, shows 10+! mn floor 9’ smooth ceilings, Brazilian cherry hardwood flrng throughout, Cir oak staircase,
new paint, restained cedar deck, plaster crown moulding, LED potlights,
year round hot tub jacuzzi, encl front porch
(appx 200sf), spacious
fin cold cellar, large
open balcony on 2nd
floor, insulated attic,
new furn, roof (2018),
$75,000
200 amp circuit breaker, fluted columns,
Over
niche, plus many
Asking more upgrades!

D
L
SO

Prof fin basement
Highest
with separate
Price
entrance, bedroom,
custom kitchen,
Sold in
washroom, open
Area
layout. Walk to TTC,
mins to shopping,
schools, parks and trails, etc. No sidewalk. Extras include: all upgraded elfs, custom shutters, drapes, CAC,
GDO, CVAC, water softener, sec system and cameras,
HWT (own), all appliances.

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

HEAD OFFICE

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

Tel: 416-901-7797 O
WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET
680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

ur stores comply with all
the legal requirements
with respect to the Covid-19
pandemic, such as hand
sanitising, face masks, social
distancing, etc. We ensure a
very safe environment for all
entering the premises.

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO SEPTEMBER 1, 2020
MR GOUDAS RICE

GOUDAS YELLOW
SPLIT PEAS

GOUDAS CHICK PEAS

$1049

$899 Lge bag

Available

FRESHLY FROZEN
KATAHAR/CHATAIGNE
(Weekly from Guyana)

EDDOES

DASHEEN LEAVES
PIMENTO PEPPERS

CARAMEL

$129 lb

Low Price

Low Price
AVAILABLE

WHITE BELLY SHRIMP

LARGE MARSHALL’S SARDINES

Low Price

2/$500

FRESHLY FROZEN
FINE BANGAMARY

WHOLE FROZEN
CUFFUM

WHOLE FROZEN
MUTTON LEG

$299 lb

$399 lb

$499 lb

Low Price

AVAILABLE IN STORE

While Quantities Last

FLORIDA HASSAR

MARSHALL’S BONELESS
SALTFISH

2 pks/$500

$799 lb
FROZEN JUMBO CRABS

AVAILABLE

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
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Super Summer Sale!
Regular $3999. Now:

9
9
9
1
$

Regular $399. Now:

2 Pcs Tufted Sofa Set

Modern Glass Coffee Table

Includes: Sofa & Loveseat

$199

Regular $1099. Now:

$699

Regular $1399. Now:

Queen Size Storage Bed with
Drawers + Box Bed — Choice of Colours

Regular $399. Now:

Tufted Dining Accent Chairs

6 Pcs Solid Wood Dinette Set

$199

Regular $699. Now:
Queen Size Jumbo Pillow Top Mattress

Available in Beige, Grey, & Blue

$699

$299

Regular $2799. Now:

Regular $1299. Now:

9

$699

$199

3 Pcs Gel Leather Power Recliner

Queen Size LED Bed

Available in Brown & Blue

Financing Available • 12 months • No Interest • No Payment

Two Locations To Serve You Better
2575 Steeles Ave E, Unit #14-17		
Brampton ON L6T 5T1			
TEL: 905-790-0560 			

FAX: 905-790-3702

customerservicestephensfurniture@hotmail.com
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•

While
Suppli
es
Last

6 Marconi Court
Bolton
Ontario L7E 1H3

TEL: 905-951-9394

www.stephensfurnitureltd.com
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catfish, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catfish, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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Art of Kautilya’s ‘Arthasastra’: governance, accountability
By Dhanpaul Narine
resident Donald Trump says that
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi
is his friend. Kautilya was probably
standing in a corner with his cunning smile, the
honeybee in the sunflower!
Kautilya might have said to Prime Minister
Modi as he left for the White House, “Once you
start working on something, don’t be afraid of
failure and don’t abandon it. People who work
sincerely are the happiest.”
Modi’s reception in New York and his speech
at Madison Square Garden would have pleased
Kautilya immensely. Trump’s visit to India, and
the rousing reception he received by Modi and
the Indians, could be seen as a triumph for
Kautilya.
He would have been horrified, on the other
hand, at the security breaches at the White
House, and the conflicts in the Middle East.
The firing of James Comey by Trump might
have had the approval of Kautilya, who prized
loyalty.
If the American President sought counsel
from Kautilya he would most likely have heard,
“the fragrance of flowers spreads only in the
direction of the wind. But the goodness of a
person spreads in all directions”. Kautilya was
shrewd, crafty, and brilliant. He had a bagful
of strategies to outwit his rivals, and they were
hardly limited to the fragrance of flowers!
Kautilya is enjoying a resurgence in
mainstream politics. Henry Kissinger has
referred to him in discussing war and
diplomacy. There have also been scholarly
writings on Kautilya ranging from political
treatises to the economics of ethics.
Who is Kautilya and why is he important?
There are no records about his birth or death.
There are those scholars who point out that
Kautilya may have
studied the arts and
sciences at Taxila
University under
eminent professors.
However,
what remains is
the masterpiece
that Kautilya has
documented for
posterity. It is called
Arthasastra, and it was
written in the fourth
century B.C.
Arthasastra has 15
chapters, 380 shlokas,
and 4,968 sastras, and is
widely regarded as the
first manual to outline
the politics of statecraft.
Kautilya was a political
realist. He wanted his
ruler to be in command at all times. If it came
to using underhand methods to secure power,
then this was all part of the game.
Power and stability were the ultimate goals,
and the longer one could keep it, the better it
was for the good of all.
Kautilya’s realism has been compared to
Niccolò Machiavelli who wrote The Prince 1,500
years later. Max Weber, and others, argued that
Kautilya was more ruthless in his prescriptions
for holding on to, and consolidating power
than Machiavelli. Kautilya was an important
official, a minister in the kingdom ruled by
Chandragupta Maurya during the years 317 to
293 B.C.
One has to look at the composition of
the kingdom in order to assess the impact
of Kautilya. The demise of Alexander the
Great led to infighting among his successors.
Chandragupta defeated the Nanda Kings
and became Emperor and for the first time
India was a unified territory. It comprised
a population of 50 million, and to rule the
kingdom effectively was no easy task. One
seldom knew from whence the next plot or
uprising would emerge.
According to one scholar, Chandragupta’s
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Different Perspective: Donald Trump, Kautilya, Machiavelli, and Narenda Modi
army “totaled about 600,000 infantry, 30,000
cavalry, 8,000 chariots, and 9,000 elephants”.
Additionally, “Paliputra, the capital, was the
largest city in the world. It was 8 miles long,
nearly 2 miles wide with 570 towers and 64
gates all surrounded by a moat 600 feet wide
and 45 feet deep. Paliputra was about twice as
large as Rome under Marcus Aurelius.”
What did Kautilya teach, and to what extent
are his lessons relevant in today’s society?
The vastness of the Empire meant that
order had to be maintained. Kautilya argued
that politics is a science, and the person that
understands this can conquer the world.
Conquest was just, and the King should rule
according to the law,
and he should apply
punishment fairly. If a
ruler does these things
he would conquer the
earth and end up in
heaven.
In any kingdom the
maintenance of foreign
relations is vital to its
survival. The type of
foreign relations that the
State employs falls under
four broad categories.
There were enemies,
friends, mediators, and
those that remained
neutral. A king’s
immediate neighbour
was a natural enemy.
A neutral ruler
should try to reconcile
the enemies. The art of statecraft is to operate
from a position of strength, and the ruler
should avoid sending mixed messages. Trump
is sending mixed messages to North Korea; he
cannot threaten to attack and have dialogue at
the same time.
The best friend was someone whose
friendship was inherited from one’s
grandparents.
Foreign policy was an essential aspect of
governance and it should never be neglected. It
was like a wheel and the ruler should be in the
center with other friendly nations serving as the
spokes.
What happened if the ruler was weaker
than his neighbour? In such cases he had to
seek peace. But if he was powerful it would be
in his interest to make war. If both rulers were
of equal standing then they should be both
neutral. Kautilya’s foreign policy was based on
four principles. They were: mediation, samak;
the giving of gifts, dana; sowing of discord,
bheda; and punishment, danda.
In ancient India, alliances were necessary
and the victorious ruler should treat his victims
kindly. In this way opposing soldiers would be
tempted to surrender. Since there will always
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be enemies willing to wage war, the king has to
take all steps to protect his kingdom.
As part of Kautilya’s policy, secret agents
should be employed to get information from
potential enemies, and assassins should be
trained to mix wine with poison to give to high
enemy officials. Kautilya saw the assassin as an
efficient machine that can do the work of an
entire army.
Propaganda, disinformation, and praise of
the ruler were important instruments of policy.
Every superstition was useful, and every person
had a use to help prolong the rule. Interstate
cooperation was also a key way to maintain
stability. Kautilya recognised the complexity
of the circler of States, or Rajmandala, and
suggested that friendships and hostilities

be interspersed so that there was no natural
alliance among them.
How relevant is Kautilya to present day
realities?
Powerful countries will want to dominate
one another. But in states or countries that
have equal power, a policy of neutrality can
be considered. In the present context Britain,
France, Italy, and Germany are all armed,
so their policy toward each other may be
considered less hostile, or even ‘indifferent.’
Powerful lions leave each other alone.
The same applies to the US and Russia. They
may roar, but in the end they become quiet and
know their place; but this does not stop them
from using weaker nations to carry out their
bidding. Force with North Korea should not be
ruled out, especially if the interests of the US are
threatened.
Kautilya’s mandala system advanced the
concept that when a powerful State senses
that another is rising, it should sow the seeds
of division and try to keep the States apart.
Hence America’s alliance with China, under
Nixon, kept Russia in the cold, and proved
advantageous to America. Kautilya’s thesis
in the Arthasastra is that internal peace is
paramount for good relations.
Peace drives internal and foreign policy. But
for this to happen, the State has to be strong.
The generation of wealth makes strength
possible as it does for redistribution and
defense. Financial discipline, efficient methods
of State-run enterprise, anti-corruption
measures and strict accounting procedures are
necessary.
For Kautilya, a well-governed state needs
effective leadership, geographic security, and a
top quality administrative sector. As we become
more of a global village, we may need more of
Kautilya’s ideas on governance to point the way
forward, and keep nations accountable.
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COMMUNITY CONNECTION

Passport $ale: Dual citizenship opens doors for elite investors
By Dhanpaul Narine
ou are rich, super rich, but something
is missing. You have spent millions
on the sleek private jets, the imposing
yachts and the fancy hotels. But there is
something missing.
You need a second passport, a status symbol
that will open doors in another country and
will guarantee you the rights and privileges of
that country. But where are these countries,
and why would they allow people to buy their
passports?
In July 2017, there were at least 17 countries
that offered their passports and citizenship for
sale. They come with special requirements, but
these vary in different countries. A cursory
look at the countries show that New Zealand
needs the investor to have three years of
business experience, and for him or her to
invest about £2 million over four years. The
investor is granted residency after living for
five years in the country.
Cyprus sells citizenship for about $2 million passport, but the one from Dominica “allows
and the money should be invested in mostly
me to travel freely and is helping me excel in
in real estate. If you want to be a resident of
my profession”.
Australia you must worth at least $5 million
Grenada requires a $200,000 donation
to begin the process. One of the most popular
to the Grenada National Transformation
residency programs was offered by Canada.
Fund and real estate investment. St Kitts
The program began in the eighties and
and Nevis requires $250,000 to begin the
applicants had to
process. Antigua
live for at least three
and Barbuda wants
years in Canada
a similar sum with
and worth about
investment in real
$2million.
estate of about
Canada profited
$400,000.
from this program to
The advantages
the tune of about $2
of having a second
billion, largely from
passport should
Chinese investors.
be seen from
Citizenship Purchase Prices
The program ended
two angles: the
in 2014 although
applicant as well as
Saint Lucia
Quebec still accepts a
the country that is
• a donation of at least (US) 		
handful of applicants
selling it.
$100,000 (£77,113) to the Saint
each year. Bulgaria
For the applicant,
Lucia National Economic Fund;
has a fast-track
the argument is that
• investment of at least $300,000
option to citizenship
a second passport
(£231,517) in an approved real
that includes an
gives more options.
estate development;
investment of
These would include
• investment of $3.5 million (£2.7
about $1 million in
travel, do business,
million) in an approved enterprise
government bonds.
move assets and
project;
Spain, on the
invest, among
other hand, has a
others.
Dominica
‘golden visa’ program
If a person is
• a donation to the National 		
that requires an
being harassed in his
Transformation Fund of $100,000
investment of around
or country of birth,
(£77,113) for a single applicant;
$1 million in real
then that person
• $200,000 (£154,226) for a family of
estate. Citizenship
can hop on a plane
four;
is granted after ten
and seek refuge in a
• a real estate investment of 		
years.
second country.
$200,000 (£154,226);
The United States
A Maltese
offers conditional
passport can enable
Grenada
resident status
one to visit the US
• a $150,000 (£154,226) donation to
through the EB-5
and Canada without
the Grenada National
visa program. An
a visa, the right to
Transformation Fund;
applicant is required
live and work in the
• real estate investment of at least
to invest about
European Union,
$350,000 (£269,874), plus some
$500,000 to start the
and access to 167
additional fees.
process, and over
countries.
Source: Business Insider
the past decade the
The Brexit vote
Chinese took about
means that over five
75 percent of the visas allocated in the visa
million Britons are eligible for Irish passports,
program. The US conditional resident status
and there has been a surge in applications for
has so far realised about $8 billion.
them.
Portugal, like Spain, also has a golden visa
The countries that sell passports claim that
program. An investment of about $1million
there are benefits to be derived. For example,
that could create ten jobs in the country and
St Kitts and Nevis began selling dual residency
six years of permanent residency will lead to a
since 1984, and the IMF reports that the,
Portuguese passport.
“amount of money flowing into the public
As far as the Caribbean is concerned,
sector from the economic citizenship program
second passports can be obtained for a price
grew to nearly 25 percent of the GDP in 2013”.
in St Lucia, Dominica, Grenada, St Kitts and
Another attractive aspect of some of the
Nevis, and Antigua and Barbuda.
programs is that the waiting period to qualify
Citizenship in St. Lucia begins at $100,000
as a citizen can be minimal. Antigua and
with an investment in the National Economic
Barbuda, Cyprus, Dominica, Grenada, and St
Fund. Dominica has a similar program. A
Kitts and Nevis offer immediate citizenship
Dominican passport allows for extensive travel with no residency requirements.
to more than 110 countries. One client says
In Latvia, Spain, and Switzerland the
that he had problems traveling with his Iraqi
waiting period is over ten years, but with no
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residency requirements. The acquisition of
a second passport then does not necessarily
mean that the applicant has to live in the
country.
An interesting development occurred a
few years ago when the government of Dubai
came up with a plan to relocate about 100,000
of its stateless Bidoon population to the
Comoro islands.
The plan was for the Bidoon to become
citizens of the Comoro Islands and Dubai
would pay the Comoro government millions of
dollars as part of the deal. There was even talk
that Comoro might become the new Dubai.
However, a variety of problems have prevented
this deal from happening.
But there are arguments as to why a
country should not become a party to the
second passport program. The most obvious

is security. It is argued that the purchasers of
these passports, or their associates, can belong
to terrorist organisations. It would be difficult
to monitor their movements once residency is
granted.
The release of the ‘Paradise Papers’ has
brought offshore banking, hedge funds, and
money transfers into the spotlight. It has
revealed unethical business practices by some
well-known names, but the question is: to
what extent are they connected to second
passports or residencies?
Then there is the question of allegiance.
The US State Department says that “dual
nationality may limit the US government
efforts to assist nationals abroad”. It adds:
“The country where a dual national is located
generally has a stronger claim to that person’s
allegiance.” The State Department added that
dual citizenship could disqualify an applicant
for sensitive positions in the US government.
One country that could become a big player
in the dual passport and residency game is
Guyana.
The discovery of oil and gas could lead to
a change in the character and complexion
of the country. Some observers believe that
in 30 years it would be difficult to recognise
Guyana, as we know it, as there could be more
foreigners than locals in the country. It is
suggested that they will have second passports
and buy lands and other resources for profit
while little is left for the locals.
There has to be steps to protect the
patrimony and to confer citizenship based on
a Guyanese first policy. The acquisition of a
second passport, with or without residency,
is complicated. It can attract foreign funding,
but careful vetting needs to be carried out for
security and other purposes; the glitter is not
necessarily gold.
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DIASPORA WRITINGS

In Bali a common thread of faith binds us all together
“...Arise! the breath of life again has reached us:
darkness has passed away as light approaches,
for the Sun has left a path to travel...
Shine then O! Dawn,
shine down on us the gift of life and offspring.
O! bounteous daughter of the sky,
make us chief among the people...!”
Song of Usha, the Dawn
Rig Veda 1-113 (2,000 BCE)
Tribute to India
he Song of Usha sang so long ago rings loudly, of a time
of wonder, hope, and the celebrations of life. This is why
I respect my ancestors, for having the will to leave the
comfort of their homeland in search of new territories to trade,
but mostly to share their ideas and philosophies. Their sense of
adventure to cross the Indian ocean in search of fellow humans,
resulted in an incomparable genetic blending and cultural
diffusion, unprecedented in the ancient world.
As a student of Anthropology, I attended several seminars
on Indian migration. I was of the impression that my ancestors
never left India until the colonialists introduced the dreadful
Indentured system, to serve as cheap labour on plantations in
various parts of the world. There were discussions at length
concerning the concept of Kala Pani (Dark Waters) that is, the
fear of crossing oceans, which could lead to the mixing of castes
on long voyages at sea. This, it was believed, could lead to the
dilution of the established order of Hindu society.
Whether the concept of travelling across “dark waters”
was true or not during the 18th and 19th centuries C.E. was
certainly not the case over 1,000 years earlier, when Indians
travelled eastward to S.E. Asia and beyond. Brahmin priests,
Buddhist monks, merchants and sailors mixed freely as they
‘discovered’ and settled far and wide, marrying
local women.
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Harry Persaud was born on the West Coast of
Demerara, Guyana. He holds a PhD in Anthropology,
and has authored two books on his Guyanese/Canadian
experiences. He is a writer, poet, and martial arts
practitioner.

kings is marked by the title Varmadeva (Divine Protector):
for instance in 955 C.E., Sri Aji Tabanendra Varmadeva,
and by 989 C.E., Sri Dharmodhayana Varmadeva. Sanskrit
appellations were very pronounced in early Balinese history.
During the ninth and tenth centuries, Bali was one of the many
surrogates of Indianisation and Hinduisation in S.E. Asia.
During the Hindu Majapahit empire (twelvth to fifteenth
centuries C.E.), Hindu culture flourished in Java, where
Balinese culture had its roots. There were free exchanges of
ideas between Java and Bali supported by fresh inflow of
knowledge, philosophy, and codes of religious conduct by
merchants and Brahmin priests from India.
With the decline of the Majapahit empire, as a result of the
spread of Islam (from the Middle East, but also from India), a
great exodus of intellectuals, artists, musicians, Hindu priests,
and Buddhist monks headed for Bali. To this day Bali has
remained a safe recluse for the Hindu way of life. Hinduism in
Bali is made up mainly of Shivaism with elements of Buddhism
and indigenous practices.

Puja (Sembahyang)
Puja is a major daily ritual for Balinese. My wife and I
were surprised at the number of Ashrams or shrines in the
backyards of almost every home in the Sanur area. At dawn
every day, families made offerings of fruits, cooked rice, sweets,
and flowers on banana leaves, along with incense and diyas
(earthen lamps with wicks fueled by clarified butter), to the
Gods, Indra, and Agni.
The word Puja could be a combination of Sanskrit (Pu)
– flower and Tamil (Ge) – to do, suggesting the offering of
flowers to the Gods. Puja or Yagna is taken very seriously as
a form of giving thanks to the Deities for their Graces. There
are many significances in Puja rituals in Bali: it could mean
offerings to the Gods, to one’s teacher, parents,
or guests.
This tradition goes back to ancient India in
Journey’s End
the ‘Gurukul system’. Respect for everything and
Flights in the early mornings can be very
everyone is paramount in the Puranic corpus
exhilarating, especially when it’s a relaxing
of Hindu literature. In Bali, as in India, the
trip from Yogyakarta, Java, to Bali. The
“guest is God”. Puja is a litany for invoking the
smoking peak of Mt Merapi, an active volcano
benevolent forces from within, creating a sense
since 1548, silhouetting the golden sun was
of well-being and happiness in life.
reminiscent of Sir Conan Doyle’s The Lost
From the very first day we arrived in Bali, we
World. Everything from high above seemed
noticed the gentility and conviviality of almost
surreal as in a state of suspended animation.
everyone and a people steeped in religious
From the skies, one wonders how much things
sanctity. From our hotel reception desk, to the
have changed since the dawn of human history.
sidewalk in front of almost every home and
My wife and I were the only foreigners
business, Puja is performed at dawn every
on this flight; we were treated very well by
day. Evidently, Bali is more Hindu than India.
staff members despite their limited English.
Devotees sit crossed legged on the ground,
Indonesians are a very gentle people, and
showing respect for Mother Earth while they
are keen practitioners of altruism. Denpasar
offered ghee (clarified butter) to Agni around a
Airport, Bali, starts from the coast a few feet
constructed hearth designed for the sacred fire.
above sea level; the plane was very close to the
One worshipper explained that the meaning of
sea, as it descended to the tarmac. What a thrill!
the flame is the burning of one’s karma and a
Journeys often lead to the experience of what
recreation of a new personality.
On a main highway, a sculpture of Arjuna of the Mahabharata in battle (top);
seems unfamiliar. We go beyond expectation,
Balinese love to gather around and socialise
Balinese Hindus carry offerings while attending a Puja at the Mother Temple.
travelling to foreign lands, encountering people
after prayers, offering sweets and well wishes the
Harry Persaud photos.
who are essentially our brothers and sisters
same way prasad is given to devotees after arti
It is unclear how Bali got its name, but the popular Hindu
forgotten by us in time and space. When we understand our
at Hindu ceremonies in India, and elsewhere. It is interesting to
epic – the Ramayana – tells of Rama sending Balirama across
historic antecedents, we come to realise how similar we are
note that names are few in Bali based on the order of birth for
Java and into what is now Bali in search of Sita, Rama’s beloved
irrespective of the geography and our cultural moorings. As
both male and female.
wife who accompanied him into exile.
humans, we share common ancestry; as cultural groups, we
There are also caste names. There are four castes: Sudra,
Sita was abducted by Ravana, king of Lanka, whence began
develop strategies for continuity in diversity as we travel the
Ksatria, Brahmin, and Aristocrat categorised as catur warna
the great search leading to war and the eventual rescue of Sita,
road of life. With this in mind, I venture out to learn from
(varna). Caste ascription, however, is almost always used only
and the destruction of Ravana and his kingdom in Lanka.
others, attempting to find how they see the world, and how I
during ceremonies. It was quite noticeable that different castes
Baliram, it is believed, in his mission to find Sita, reached Bali.
might discover the common thread that binds us all together as
wore different colours and occupied separate areas of the
It is also assumed that name of Bali was derived from Vaali
a family.
Mother Temple during Pujas.
My visit to Bali was very eventful. My wife wanted to bask in also known as Bali, the king of Kishkindha in the Ramayana.
Almost every aspect of life in Bali is a re-enactment of
Whether Baliram did reach Bali is speculative and not yet an
the glory of the southern sun on a golden beach, after tramping
traditional Hindu practices found in India. Many of the larger
established historic fact. I believe it is more a paradigmatic
through the heat and dust of the interior of Java. I wanted to
temples architecturally reflect their older, more complex
understanding of Rama’s journey far and wide.
understand how a majority Hindu culture could persist on
counterparts in Tamil Nadu, the homeland of the first
As mentioned in my previous articles in this series, the
an island in the Indonesian archipelago for over 1,000 years.
merchants and priests to have settled amongst native Balinese,
Ramayana is undoubtedly the most popular and adored story
We compromised, we spent time by the seaside while visiting
during the last two millennia.
told and played at village theatres in all of S.E. Asia. The epics
historical sights, museums, village art centres and theatres, and
There could be no gentler people than Balinese. I refer
the Ramayana and the Mahabharata have special significance
meeting local folk.
to Balinese as the embodiment of peace and contentment. It
to Bali, the only remaining Hindu island in Indonesia.
was difficult to fathom the generosity and exuberance of the
The history of the Hinduisation of Bali is still shrouded in
History
hotel manager and staff upon finding out that it was my wife’s
the hazy dawn of a pre-literate culture, going back into the
Bali represents one of the most striking cultures in the
birthday. They decided to host a most wonderful dinner party
fifth and sixth centuries C.E. The Indians had already occupied
Indonesian archipelago. It is one of 7,000 inhabited islands
for her: flowers, dinner, wine, music and gifts, compliments of
a prominent place in the daily lives of local people across
in a total of some 17,000 islands in all of Indonesia, situated
management.
the Indonesian archipelago. Records have shown a thriving
southeast of Java and northwest of Lombok island. Its total area
As I look back on my journey, I remember the southern
Hindu community, not only in Java, but also in neighbouring
is approximately 2,220 square miles with a population of about
star twinkling over the Indian Ocean, the very star the
Bali as early as the year 825 C.E. But it was not until the
four and a half million. Hinduism represents 85 percent of the
merchant mariners used as compass to find this auspicious
establishment of kingships during the ninth century under
population, while Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, and native
and magnificent land with its beautiful people, 1,500 years ago.
King Sri Kesarivarman that an established Hindu identity was
religions account for the rest. Bali is the only majority Hindu
That I had the distinct pleasure to enjoy the fruit from the tree
constituted.
island in Indonesia, and indeed in all of S.E. Asia at the current
my ancestors planted centuries ago was most gratifying. For me
It is quite evident that from 955 C.E. the lineage of Hindu
time.
the song of Usha had called me to Bali.
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AUTHORS' CORNER

Recalled for poetry, Markham defied stereotypes
By Romeo Kaseram
and other parts of the Eastern Caribbean from 1970-1971.
dward Archibald Markham was born on October 1, 1939
Following the Caribbean tour, Markham spent a few
in Harris, Montserrat, the youngest of four children in a
years between 1971-1974 in southern France with a building
middle-class family. As Peter Fraser writes in The Guard- cooperative, and later traveled to Germany. Wikipedia adds,
ian, Markham’s family returned to Montserrat for his birth.
“On returning to the UK, he joined a touring group called the
The move by his expectant mother that preceded his birth was
Bluefoot Travellers; he was also awarded a series of writing felpremeditated, initiated by a father, who working in the oilfields
lowships at Hull College (1978-1979), in Brent, London (on a
in Aruba in the Dutch West Indies, wanted his son to have the
C. Day-Lewis Fellowship from 1979-1980), Ipswich (1986), and
benefits concomitant with being born on
at the University of Ulster (1988-1991).
“British” soil.
He also worked as an active member of
As Fraser also notes, following the end
numerous literary groups and commitof his parents’ marriage, Markham was
tees, including the Poetry Book Society,
brought up mainly by his grandmother,
the Poetry Society (General Council,
in what Peepal Tree Press has described
1976-1997), and the Minority Arts Adas an extended family so large that, in the
visory Service, whose magazine, Artrage,
words of Markham’s friend, Howard Ferhe edited from 1985-1987.”
gus, it was a “near Great-House”. It was
Traveling remained a leading motif
during this phase of his early life, under
throughout Markham’s life, no doubt
his grandmother’s care, that Markham
rooted even before his birth with the
was introduced to experiences, which acfather’s decision to have his expectant
cording to Fraser, “informed many of his
mother journey from Aruba to Montsershort stories”, moments he later recalled
rat carrying her unborn baby. The call of
in the memoir of his early life, Against the
the itinerant life within then took him
Edward Archibald Markham
Grain (2007).
to Enga province, Papua New Guinea,
As Wikipedia and Peepal Tree Press note, Markham attended
where, as Thieme tells us, he worked as a media coordinagrammar school in Plymouth, the capital city, before he left for
tor from 1983-1985. The travel book, A Papua New Guinea
the UK when he was 17 years old. As John Thieme tells us in
Sojourn: More Pleasures of Exile (1997) was published out of
the Independent, Markham studied English and Philosophy at
this experience.
what was then St David’s College, Lampeter, now the University
Regarding Markham’s wider body of work, Thieme tells
of Wales. Following his studies between 1962-1965, he worked
us his earliest writings were as a dramatist. However, Fraser
on 17th-century drama at the Universities of East Anglia and
adds Markham had already published a collection of poetry in
London. Thieme adds, “Theatre was his first love, and he had
1972, Crossfire, and that, “Poetry had begun to take the central
a play performed while he was still a student in Lampeter.
place in his writing. Mad and Other Poems was published in
Later he was to be part of various semi-professional troupes in
1973, and in that year he also co-edited, with Arnold Kingston,
London.”
Merely a Matter of Colour, about the expelled Ugandan Asians.”
Thieme tells us Markham also taught in the late 1960s at
It was his poetry that brought him national recognition in
Kilburn Polytechnic (now the College of North West London).
Britain, Thieme tells us, “and it is as a poet that he will mainly
It was during this period when he “abandoned pre-university
be remembered”. However, Markham also produced “sigambitions to be a pop star”, Thieme adds, with Markham
nificant fiction”, Thieme says, along with editing two major
then taking a turn “to the theatre”. Wikipedia tells us followanthologies of Caribbean writing, Hinterland: Caribbean Poetry
ing Markham’s tenure at Kilburn, he founded the Caribbean
from the West Indies and Britain (1989), and The Penguin Book
Theatre Workshop, its aim being to explore “non-naturalistic
of Caribbean Short Stories (1996). Among his short stories
ways of writing and playing”. The troupe went on tour in the
are, Something Unusual (1986), and Taking the Drawing Room
Caribbean, successfully performing in Montserrat, St Vincent,
Through Customs (2002). As Wikipedia sums up his oeuvre,
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How long has she exhibited these symptoms?” Doctor
Welch addressed the parents of Carolee Walder. “We
noticed her lapses since she was a few days old.” Tom
Walder spoke after glancing at his wife. “Between the lapses,
she seemed preoccupied with unseen persons in the room.”
Lingering concern crept into his voice. “We went out and got a
monitor because of these behaviors.”
“She would have them many times a day.” Mary Walder
held a tissue between her fingers on her lap. “I had to keep a
constant eye on her whenever Tom went to work and left me
alone with her.”
“We’d shake her awake whenever we noticed that her
breathing stopped.” Tom stroked his four-year-old daughter’s
hair.
Carolee leaned her head on her dad’s chest while her
eyes followed the conversation in the doctor’s office.
She stifled giggles when her imaginary friends
stood behind the adults and made funny faces.
“When she learned to talk, Carolee played
with friends we could not see.” Her mom’s voice
carried traces of worry. “ At first, we found her
‘imaginary friends’ amusing. They kept her
entertained.”
“The sleepwalking started on the night of her
third birthday.” Tom rubbed his daughter’s arm.
“We’d wake up in the middle of the night and
find her playing with her toys in the living room.”
“She pretended that she was having a party with
other kids.” Mary cleared her throat. “It scared us. I
got goosebumps every time.”
Carolee shrugged her shoulders whenever the doctor sought
answers from her. She went into a shell. They viewed her as a
child with abnormal tendencies, like a freak.
The year of therapy that ensued drove Carolee deeper into
her world of isolation. No one took the time to listen to her
the way they would listen to an adult. She pretended to ‘fit’
into society and learned to behave like the other children. Her
imaginary friends understood her desire to act ‘normal’ in the
presence of her parents and other authority figures.
The physical sleepwalking transformed into spiritual
explorations and adventures during sleep and daydreams.
Carolee’s loss of focus during class prompted many reports
from the school to her parents. Her lack of concentration
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“he worked in many artistic genres across the years, producing plays, short stories, a novel and an autobiography as well as
multiple collections of poetry”.
Commenting on Markham’s poetic output, Thieme tells us
his “early poetry defied the stereotypes that British commentators often imposed on Caribbean-born poets of his generation”. He adds Markham “particularly resisted any tendency to
categorise him as either a Caribbean or a British poet”. Thieme
adds, “This resistance to easy definition found its way into
his assumption of poetic personae that reflected his sense of
multiple selves.”
In response to the stereotyping, as Fraser points out,
Markham “invented two other literary personas for himself in
the 1970s, Paul St Vincent and Sally Goodman (Welsh, white
and feminist)”. He adds, “It was St Vincent’s name that was on
the collections Lambchops, Lambchops in Disguise and Philpot
in the City in 1976. As for Goodman, ‘she is Welsh, is young, is
white, is blue-eyed, is blonde, is very much, in a way, like me’
[Markham wrote].” As Wikipedia tells us, the fictional personae
of St Vincent is “a young, black man from Antigua, living in
South London”; it goes on to note, in Markham’s words, that in
inventing these multiple personae, “the test was to force their
creator to accommodate types of consciousness which, at the
very least, served to enlarge one area of Westindianness”.
Fraser gives us an intimate insight not Markham, noting his
conviviality, magnanimity, and kindness, adding: “Normally efficient, especially in his writing, he seemed to attract things that
went awry, whether they involved banks, transport, institutions,
or the West Indies cricket team.”
Included in his collections of verse are Human Rites: Selected
Poems 1970-1982 (1984), which brought together the best of
several earlier small-press books, Living in Disguise (1986),
Towards the End of a Century (1989), Letter from Ulster & the
Hugo Poems (1993), and Misapprehensions (1995). His short
story collections include, Something Unusual (1986), Ten Stories
(1994), Marking Time (1999), Meet Me in Mozambique (2005),
and At Home with Miss Vanesa (2006).
He was awarded the Certificate of Honour by the government of Montserrat in 1997, and was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Literature in 2003. He moved to Paris, France,
in 2005, and died at age 68 on March 23, 2008, following a
heart attack.
Sources for this exploration: Wikipedia, The Guardian, Independent, and Peepal Tree Press.

The Supernatural

The Transporter

resulted in low grades and enrollment into a special needs
school. Everyone in Carolee’s circle of close contact accepted
her as a mentally impaired personality that required empathy
and individualised attention.
On her seventh birthday, Carolee’s parents held a birthday
party in the backyard. She received many gifts and played
with her cousins and friends, while the adults
socialised in groups.
Her imaginary friends attended the party and
made her heart skip a beat when they moved
aside to reveal the gift she had asked for when
she went to sleep the night before her birthday.
Her wish had come true exactly as she had
envisioned it. A brand new pink bicycle with
a white saddle and white tires leaned against a
tree at the back fence of the property.
Joyful exhaustion on the night of her
birthday lulled her off to sleep with a smile on
her face. She anticipated adventurous dreams on
her make-believe bike.
At the stroke of midnight, Carolee awoke. She
turned to her side and pulled a thin cotton bedcover
over her body. She rose out of her physical form and turned
around to make sure that her room appeared normal before
passing through the bedroom door on her way to the backyard.
When Carolee exited the back door of the house, her heart
thumped with joy at the sight of her friends, who sat astride
similar bikes. They waved at her with smiles of encouragement.
Carolee stood in awe of the welcoming sight of the beautiful
bicycle beckoning her to climb onto the saddle. She took a deep
breath and prepared herself for the ride of her life, even though
she had never ridden a bike before.
When Carolee got on the bike, it started to move to the
centre of the yard, balancing on its own. Trailed by her friends,
the bicycle began to go around in large circles then started

Kamil
Ali

to lift off the ground and ascend gradually in ever-widening
spirals. Her friends squealed with glee.
The riders soared high above the houses and trees and
continued to rise into a vortex high above the clouds.
“Tell the bike where you want to go.” One of her older
friends instructed. “You can go forward or backward in time.”
“You can visit other universes.” Another friend called out
from behind Carolee. “Your adventures are limitless.”
“Let’s go to the land of the dinosaurs!” Carolee shouted.
In an instant, she and her friends found themselves in the
presence of monstrous dinosaurs that shook the Earth as they
frolicked and hunted. Large reptilian birds flew overhead. The
creatures did not acknowledge the group’s existence.
Carolee wished for a futuristic projection. The request
transported them into a future that showed the total
devastation of the Earth. The globe no longer existed. Nuclear
explosions had shattered the planet into pieces of jagged rocks
with no signs of life.
When Carolee returned to her body, her experience haunted
her. The seven-year-old felt compelled to help humanity, but
ran the risk of mental-asylum residency.
The next night, she asked the bike to take her to the
following day. She observed her parents and returned to her
body after bidding goodbye to her friends.
She got up the next morning and told her parents of the
events that would unfold that day. She repeated her routine
for several days until she turned them into believers of her
predictions, even though her methods sounded far-fetched.
Word of Carolee’s ability to transport through time and
space made her famous. Governments sought her help in
rectifying their actions to avoid future tragedies.
Carolee worked with the world powers to resolve impending
crises, but warned them that a mentally unstable world leader
would start a nuclear war that would result in the inevitability
of Armageddon.
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Persad-Bissessar questions govt pandemic plan
From Page 1
American Health Organisation, which would
relay the development to WHO.
According to Parasram, community spread
meant there was an emergent and large number of cases that were unidentified, or not
linked to a cluster.
There were 588 cases in Trinidad and Tobago yesterday, a rapid escalation from late last
month when the total was just above 100 infections; also, the death toll from the virus rose
from eight to 12 persons.
Following the escalating numbers through
community spread, on Saturday Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley invoked a limited lockdown for 28 days. His government also made
a few notable moves, among these being making face masks mandatory, and the reintroduction of prohibition on dining-in consumption
of food and drinks at restaurants, bars, food
courts, malls, and its precincts.
Also seeing direct and strict government
intervention were removal of public access to
all places of worship, beaches, gyms, contact
sports, casinos, and members clubs. Cinemas
were also closed, public gatherings reduced to
five persons, and weddings, funerals, and christenings limited to ten attendees. Maxi-taxis
and taxis also returned to 50 percent capacity.
Rowley also said the government was asking
members of the public to stay at home where
possible. Additionally, he noted that if the infection and death rate worsened, then the next
step would be a complete shut down again.
The return to partial lockdown was met
with fierce criticism from UNC leader, Kamla
Persad-Bissessar, who claimed health officials
colluded with the government to cover up the
true number of cases before the general election.

Kamla Persad-Bissessar
In a Facebook post, Persad-Bissessar questioned whether citizens were “lulled into a false
sense of security by the government and health
technocrats as Trinidad and Tobago spirals into
a dangerous Covid-19 health crisis”.
Persad-Bissessar asked: “Was the …population deliberately and disturbingly lulled into a
false sense of security by the Rowley government and health technocrats as to the true incidence of Covid-19 positive cases before the
general elections? Was there a cover-up plot
among these officials?”
While she declared she was not surprised the
government chose to put its political agenda before the lives and safety of citizens, at the same
time she wondered about a reason why Health
Ministry’s technocrats chose that path.
Said Persad-Bissessar: “They are the ones
who are entrusted with the sacred responsibility
of protecting citizens’ health and lives without
fear or favour. It is they, therefore, who should
have stood up against the political directorate

in the interest of protecting the people of this
country. It is they who should have told us the
truth.”
She added: “This remains their mandate.
We, the people, at least deserve to know why
it has come to this dangerous state of affairs,
where the lives, health and safety of an entire
population are now compromised and endangered. We need answers now.”
Persad-Bissessar also took the government
to task, questioning its pre-election narrative
about the prevalence of Covid-19 in Trinidad
and Tobago.
She said, “[The government] kept insisting that there was no community spread and
very low incidence of Covid-positive cases.
Citizens believed them and were falsely convinced that they were safe to resume their daily
activities. The fact remains, however, that the
Rowley government alone had access to, and
control over, the true statistics and data of the
Covid-19 spread… Yet, they bluntly refused to
come clean with the population at every possible turn.”
Additionally, “Then ...Rowley called an election during this deadly pandemic, a decision
only he could have made. Now, just one week
later, we are in a clear, possibly uncontrollable
health crisis and another lockdown. Indeed,
heads must roll.”
In response, Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh vigorously disputed what Persad-Bissessar said.
“There is absolutely no collusion. We are in
a stage of community spread, and what I hope
is that our leaders would do the responsible
thing and stop making and stop living in these
alternative realities, where reason and logic
desert them, and get on-board with the national programme,” he declared.

Widespread support for Persad-Bissessar’s leadership
Port-of-Spain – Attorney Israel Khan, SC,
last week joined supporters of UNC leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar in endorsing her leadership, and indicated he plans to join the party.
There have been calls for Persad-Bissessar to
resign as leader of the UNC following its defeat
at the 2020 polls. According to preliminary figures from the Elections and Boundaries Commission, the PNM won 22 seats, while the UNC
won 19. The PNM also received the popular
vote with 322,250, and the UNC 309,188 votes.
In a release, Khan said Persad-Bissessar
should continue with her leadership and take
the UNC into the 2025 general election.
Said Khan: “The UNC, under your leadership, fought a good fight, and although we (all
your supporters) would have wanted at least a
21-20 victory a 19-22 defeat is not too bad. It
put the UNC in a very good position as Opposition in the Parliament.”
He also said the UNC should begin its 2025
campaign to win the government.
“In a twinkle of an eye five years would be
upon us. I am not a card-carrying member of
the UNC or any other political party, but I am
of the view that I can no longer sit on the fence
and watch the unnecessary political polarisation of our politics along racial lines. Thus, I
am of the view that the time is now most appropriate for me to apply for membership of
the UNC,” he said.
Extending encouragement and personal
best wishes, Khan told Persad-Bissessar: “Stay
strong, active and committed as usual for a better Trinidad and Tobago. God’s blessings be
upon you – the country needs you.”
Khan’s sentiments was also echoed by 18 of
the elected UNC MPs, who threw their support
behind Persad-Bissessar.
Among the returning and newly-elected
UNC MPs declaring support for her were MP
Roodal Moonilal, and party deputy leaders
Khadijah Ameen and David Lee.
Ameen, the newly-elected MP for St Augustine, said even though the PNM won by a very

the Parliament”, he said.
He added: “In this instance, an opportunity
was given to me, at age 29, to contest the marginal seat of Barataria/San Juan. This signifies
the trust, confidence, and commitment she has
placed in the youth.”
Re-elected Princes Town MP Barry Padarath
was also in support, saying Persad-Bissessar
was the right person to continue leading the
party at this time. He also noted she demonstrates a commitment to empowering young
people in the number of young, fresh faces she
has placed in the Parliament.

Israel Khan
slim majority of seats, “it’s interesting to note
the number of votes received by UNC across
the country, a clear indication that tens of
thousands of individual citizens preferred the
party led by …Persad-Bissessar over any other
political party in Trinidad and Tobago”.
Persad-Bissessar's leadership has been people-centred, Ameen said.
Lee also cited Persad-Bissessar's people-centred approach in his support for her leadership.
He was re-elected MP for Pointe-a-Pierre.
“At one of the most uncertain times in our
nation’s history, we need stellar leadership to
keep the Rowley regime in check and to ensure
the rights of our people are protected. That
Leader is …Persad-Bissessar,” he said.
Lee added that Persad-Bissessar continues
to have the vision, drive, and compassion needed to get Trinidad and Tobago working again,
and that her leadership remains the only potent
option to restore the nation.
Newly-elected Barataria/San Juan MP
Saddam Hosein was also supportive, saying
Persad-Bissessar ensured a generation of young
leaders was given an opportunity to make decisions over their future.
Persad-Bissessar “ensured that the young
people of the party have a place and space in
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Faud Khan

PNM won on Covid-19
pandemic fear - Khan
Port-of-Spain – The PNM won the
elections due to the fear generated by the
Covid-19 pandemic, but had it been normal times, victory would have certainly
gone to the UNC.
So said former Barataria/San Juan MP
Dr Fuad Khan following the August 10
elections. While a partial recount is still
underway, preliminary data indicate the
PNM won 22 seats and the UNC 19.
It was the pandemic that gave the PNM
a strategic edge, Khan said.
“The PNM used Covid-19 to their advantage. They were on the radio and TV
for the last four months, and they continued to use it basically saying without
them, people would have died, and the
population should be grateful to them because they handled Covid well,” he said.
Additionally, “Although they were doing absolutely nothing different than what
was being done worldwide, except being more draconian. It was not surprising when they started to use that in their
campaigning, saying if the UNC comes to
power, we would open all the borders and
people would die. It was a fear factor and
then they started putting in the race factor,
and people in Trinidad and Tobago fell for
it. I am not surprised.”
Khan said there were some seats where
the PNM only won by a slim margin of a
few hundred votes, proving that the UNC
gained ground with the electorate in those
constituencies.
“Without the Covid-19 and the race
factor, they would have lost,” he said.

Results reveal deeply divided nation
From Page 1
time she said she had “grave concerns” about
the electoral process.
Said Persad-Bissessar: “We remain deeply
concerned, especially since the release of correspondence relating to Trinidad and Tobago’s
request for independent election observers
raise more questions than answers.”
Early this week the Office of the Prime
Minister released pages of correspondence between the government and the Caricom Secretariat and the Commonwealth on independent
observers coming to Trinidad and Tobago for
the polls.
During the height of the campaigning,
Persad-Bissessar called for independent observers, and while Rowley said he had written
to both bodies, he did not share the responses
with the nation.
He did admit there was an affordability factor in having the election observers come to
Trinidad and Tobago.
However, in the letters that were revealed
on Monday, the Commonwealth Secretariat
agreed to absorb the costs for the observers,
but said it could not fund the two-week quarantine period. Trinidad and Tobago would
have had to absorb those costs, the Commonwealth Secretariat said.
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Commenting on the outcome of the August 10 polls, Persad-Bissessar said she was
“disappointed with the results”. However, an
emergent positive was “the UNC was able
to achieve gains in three of the key marginal
seats, which may have given us a chance at
that majority; but those gains were insufficient”, she said.
Said Persad-Bissessar: “What the results
have shown us is that once again our nation is
deeply divided on which party should be running the affairs of Trinidad and Tobago.” She
added that these divisive, partisan views were
reflected in the “bitter chatter” on social media that followed right after the conclusion of
the polls, and the announcement of preliminary results.
“Unfortunately, the country has drifted far
away from those ideals of unity. I am not prepared to fan the flames of hate,” she said.
It was time to move on, Persad-Bissessar
said, and with the election over, Trinidad and
Tobago must now return to the “harsh reality”
of putting food on the table.
She also acknowledged the calls for her to
step down, noting, “This is not an easy job”.
However, she said after investing in the
youth in the UNC, she plans to stay on to help
guide and mentor the younger newcomers.
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Social media users punch back

Ramsaran’s drinks boycotted after employee’s racist rant

Jack Warner

Sombre Jack Warner
concedes defeat, rides
into retirement’s sunset

Port-of-Spain – The political career of Jack Warner
went down in flames on August 10, the disappointed leader
of the Independent Liberal Party conceding defeat in the
Lopinot/Bon Air West seat. Following PNM candidate,
Marvin Gonzales claiming victory, a subdued Warner said
he had decided to ride into the sunset and retire.
In a sombre Facebook post following his rejection, Warner said nobody but himself should be blamed for his loss.
It was an unusual statement coming from Warner, who
typically does not concede defeat, and is mostly upbeat and
confident.
Said Warner: “I guess I was not a good candidate. I guess
my ideas for progress for the constituency were not good.”
He added, “I want to say that at the end of the day:we
fought a good fight; we did our best. We gave it our all, and
we lost.”
However, while he was disappointed with his rejection,
at the same time he said he was neither bitter, nor angry. He
also thanked his very few supporters.
“The constituents of Lopinot/Bon Air West have spoken,
and they know best what the future holds for their children,
and in particular, for families in this constituency. I will do
my utmost to assist from time to time, but I have made the
decision to take a political retirement and to spend the rest
of my time with my family and my business,” Warner said.
Warner’s entrance into the elections came as a surprise
when he announced he was contesting the Lopinot/Bon Air
seat under his ILP party ticket.
It seems Warner’s strategy in entering the fray was aimed
at producing a deadlock seat.
“If the vote is 20/20/1, I will consult with my executive to
decide what the next step should be,” he said.
PNM leader, Dr Keith Rowley, in responding to Warner
making the (TT) $5,000 deposit on his candidacy, said he
had to be the most bold-faced person in Trinidad and Tobago.
“Jack Warner is a person who should not offer himself
for elections if he believes that we should subscribe to high
standards. As a matter of fact, he spent five years promoting himself and attacking me and the government for being
unfit to hold office,” Rowley said.
He added the facts were that Warner went abroad to
represent Trinidad and Tobago at FIFA, ascended to the
second highest position in the organisation, and then withdraw “in disgrace, and in doing so, disgraced this country”.
Said Rowley: “He is currently fighting extradition, from
serious charges of criminal conduct in the US. Okay, [so]
a man is innocent until proven guilty, but what does that
represent for us? Why does Trinidad and Tobago need to
be in that situation as far as our leadership is concerned? I
would say to Jack, ‘Thanks but no thanks!’.”
Rowley correctly predicted Warner would have no impact on the Lopinot/Bon Air seat. He added the vast majority of people in Trinidad and Tobago were decent, right
thinking people, and would know how to treat Warner and
his candidacy.
In 2013 Warner resigned as national security minister in
the Persad-Bissessar government following a CONCACAF
report that implicated him, and his one-time ally Chuck
Blazer, as being “fraudulent in their management” of CONCACAF.
Since his return to Trinidad and Tobago, he founded the
ILP, contested the 2010 general elections, and failed to gain
traction with the electorate.
Warner has not left the shores of Trinidad and Tobago
since the extradition move by the US. Typically, he has said
he remains optimistic he will be “fully cleared” when this
matter comes to court.
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Port-of-Spain – A rant on social media following the elec- government, and the Ministry of Education to go further than
tion results deemed to be racist and highly offensive led to the the supermarkets and remove Ramsaran’s products from the nafiring of a close family member and employee of popular drinks tional school feeding programme. Similarly, the call also went
manufacturer Ramsaran’s Dairy Products. However, the fallout out to supermarkets to boycott the company’s products.
from the relative’s post then rippled as the rant went viral, leadFollowing these calls, the Supermarkets Association reing to a national boycott
sponded and urged its
of Ramsaran’s products.
members to boycott all
With the ripples
Ramsaran’s
products
growing into a tsunami
“until such time that the
of resentment, the Sucompany seeks the appermarkets Association
propriate remedial acof Trinidad and Tobago
tion, in a consistent and
stepped in, and on Ausatisfactory manner”.
gust 12 urged its 300In
a
statement,
plus members to boycott
SATT’s president Rajiv
the brand.
Diptee said the associaWhat followed was
tion had taken note of
five large supermarkets
the “very derogatory”
– Massy Stores, Xtra Foods, Persad’s D’ Food
statements made by a member of the RamsaKing, JTA, and West Bees – pulling Ramsaran’s
ran family.
products off the grocery shelves. Pictures posted
He added: “These divisive and inflammatory
Na
online, and in traditional media, showed grocery
comments
do not belong in our multi-ethnic socin
ila Ramsara
employees removing refrigerators, and shelves empety. We recognise that given the rich diversity of cultied of Ramsaran’s well-known peanut punch, and its other
tures and ethnicities in our cosmopolitan nation that these
packaged fruit drinks.
actions will not be tolerated.”
Located at Trincity Industrial Estate in east Trinidad, RamsaMassy Stores, Xtra Foods and Persad’s D’ Food King and
ran’s Dairy Products is over 70 years old. It manufactures an as- West Bees also announced on August 12 that after listening to
sortment of dairy and fruit drinks.
customer complaints, as “responsible citizens and retailers” a
The social media backlash that grew into national resentment decision was made to remove Ramsaran’s products from grocery
started after Naila Ramsaran, an accountant with the company shelves, and to temporarily suspend future orders.
and daughter of the company’s owner, Joffre Ramsaran, made
Meanwhile, Ramsaran’s subsequently announced it had fired
highly derogatory and racist comments on Facebook following “a close family member” from the organisation.
the PNM’s declaration of victory at the polls on the night of
Said the beleaguered company: “Ramsaran's Dairy Products
August 10.
wishes to unequivocally state that such views expressed by the
Ramsaran wrote, “Let us the hard-working UNC support- family member which were widely publicised are not in any way
ers continue to pay taxes and mind the loafers that support the whatsoever reflective of the views and beliefs of our small busiPNM. We really live in a bleddy banana republic yes. I hope ness.”
Rowley starts putting contraceptives in their water supply yes
It added: “The company’s history and traditions have always
because these cockroaches keep populating and the only thing been steeped in equality and respect for every person irrespecthey know how to do is vote.”
tive of religion, creed, race, or belief. Given these unfortunate
The post triggered escalating social media outrage, leading developments, we have taken urgent and active steps to part
to Ramsaran apologising to her family, and to customers in a ways with the employee and author of the subject comments and
contrite follow-up Facebook post.
statements, the content of which cannot and will not be tolerated
In her apology, she said: “To clarify the context of the screen by us.”
shots, they were posted out of anger and in response to years of
The statement noted, “Ramsaran’s Dairy Products has been in
racial discrimination and criminal acts against myself and my operation serving the people of Trinidad and Tobago for over 70
family in the last few years. I understand that this does not jus- years without incident. We started our operations as a humble
tify my reaction but I do hope that you accept my apology and business and over time, only with the cherished support of our
respect my family and their business’ privacy by not defaming loyal customer base, have our products been able to become a
them or the business.”
staple in many homes across the nation.”
She added: “I appreciate everyone who reached out to me and
Additionally, “Throughout this time, we have built, develengaged in a discussion as to why this comment was hurtful/rac- oped, and maintained a bond with countless employees, suppliist. I am truly apologetic and have learnt the impact my words ers, customers and the public at large. While the said employee
have had.”
cannot speak on our behalf, even by association, we must unreHowever, the apology came too late to undo the damage done servedly extend our apologies nationwide and to all those who
to the company’s good name. Instead, an online petition gained have been impacted by the statements which were utterly unacexponential traction, even calling on the Trinidad and Tobago ceptable and reprehensible.”

Religious heads anxious over growing racial tension in TT

Port-of-Spain – Rising tensions in the aftermath of the general elections have caused religious leaders to speak out, saying
such behaviour is taking the nation down the path to destruction. Instead, nationals should strive for unity, harmony, and
nation-building.
Last week, spiritual head of Swaha Inc Pundit Hardeo Persad
made a call for unity following growing tensions on social media.
He said: “This type of division was totally uncalled for. Hindu
scriptures say where there is unity, there are all sorts of success
and all things good happen. Where there is disunity, there is no
end to the negativity, and things fall apart. Unity is very important. We could agree to disagree. We are all one people and belong to Mother Trinidad and Tobago; we all have to live here.”
Persad also denounced the growing racism, saying the comments have upset him. There is an absence of spirituality in the
nation, he declared.
Said Persad: “This [absence of spirituality] is leading to all
sorts of problems, selfishness. A house divided against itself will
fall.”
Resident Imam of the San Fernando Jama Masjid, Maulana
Atif Majeed, said the noblest person in the sight of God is the
righteous one.
“It not the one with richness, or with ‘better’ skin colour. It
has nothing to do with a person’s colour, family background,
popularity, and so on,” he said.
Majeed added: “Islam says God created us, and then he made

different tribes. But these tribes-communities are not to discriminate against each other, but to know each other.”
He also noted a shift in tolerance recently in Trinidad and
Tobago, noting what has been happening in the past few weeks
was a far cry from what he knew the country to be. There was
a time when different religious groups were respectful to each
other, he said.
“In the last few weeks, it is changing to the worst. It should
not happen on this little island,” he said. Majeed is a Pakistani
national residing in Trinidad and Tobago.
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Port-of-Spain Jason Gordon
said at Mass late last week that lot of heat was building up in the
nation, and it contained a racial tone to it that is destructive and
terrible.
“I am seeing things that I never thought possible. Code words
that were used in Rwanda that created genocide are starting to
be used in this nation. This is a serious moment,” he said.
Additionally, “This is a moment where we have to stop. We
have to pray, and we have to call out people who are racists. Call
them out, and ask them to cease and desist. We cannot have a
place for racism in this nation.”
He also called for the racial fires to be extinguished, saying,
“We have to do it with love. We cannot fight fire with fire. We
have to fight this fire with mercy… we only have one home and
that is here. Let us not start a fire right now. Quell the fires, stop
the fires, and let us bring peace and harmony back to the nation,”
he said.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema

Tagore a whole lot of pretty in ‘Aradhana’

Vandana’s suffering is tempered by the extraordinary kindMovie Review by Filmi Geek
ness shown to her by two men. The first is Saxena, who allows
here is a subgenre of Hindi movies in which horrible
her to stay close to her child and care for him. Saxena continues
things happen to blameless, flawless women. Canonical among these is the classic Amar Prem, in which
to believe in Vandana after her conviction for murder, saying
that he can see in her eyes the purity of her soul and her intenSharmila Tagore plays a saintly prostitute with an apparently
tions. Then, on her release from prison, her jailer (Madan Puri)
limitless capacity to endure pain, and Rajesh Khanna plays her
extends another remarkable
philosophising patron. Aradkindness, inviting Vandana
hana (‘Worship’) features
the same stars and explores
to join his household, as his
“sister”, to help look after
similar thematic space – a
his daughter Renu (Farida
woman endures terrible misJalal). Like Saxena, the jailer
fortune, yet maintains grace
perceives and is moved by
and dignity throughout. Her
Vandana’s purity and dignity,
reward for all this forbeardespite the poor hand she has
ance is the ultimate prize for
women in this sort of movie:
been dealt. These phenomenal kindnesses temper the
recognition of her status as a
harsh cruelties that Vandana
mother.
endures. The universe is not
Aradhana’s first hour is
blind to Vandana’s goodness,
an appealing, uncomplicated
romance in a picturesque
and this fact balances Aradhana’s tragic elements and
mountain town. A dashing
air force officer, Arun (Rajesh
makes the message bearably
Sharmila Tagore as Vandana
sombre, rather than unbearKhanna), falls in love with

T

Vandana (Sharmila Tagore), the charming daughter of a doctor. ably sad. Even though life may take dreadful turns, if you
endure them with a pure heart, the karmic balance is restored
Not a lot of substance happens, but the courtship is a pleasure
over the course of a lifetime.
to watch, packed with lovely songs and glorious scenery. And
I mean glorious scenery even apart from Sharmila Tagore herThe tone of Aradhana shifts between realism and melodrama, sometimes abruptly, but the changes
self, who certainly is good enough to eat,
are not distracting. Rather, they make the
whether being coyly charmed by Arun
Mere Sapno Ki Rani
as he serenades her on a train in Mere
movie operate on two levels.
sapnon ki rani kab aayegi tu, or dancing
In its more delicate, realistic moments,
Mere sapnon ki rani kab aayegi tu
Aradhana
is a sad story about a very likeplayfully in the snow in Gun guna rahe
Aayi rut mastaani kab aayegi tu
able
woman
and the losses she endures
hain bhanware.
Beeti jaaye zindagaani kab aayegi tu
After a whirlwind courtship of just a
over
her
liftime.
The movie also invokes
Chali aa, tu chali aa
some of the usual improbable filmi
few days, Arun and Vandana are caught
tropes, the most notable of which is that
in a rainstorm, and allow their passion
Pyaar ki galiyaan, baagon ki kalito get the better of them in one of the
Renu’s beau is Vandana’s lost son, Suraj,
yaan
hottest sequences I have ever seen in any
now grown into a dashing fighter pilot
Sab rang raliyaan poochh rahi hain
who is the spitting image of his father
movie, Hindi or otherwise – the superb
Pyaar ki galiyaan, baagon ki kali(and is of course also played by Rajesh
song Roop Tera Mastana. Go ahead and
yaan
watch this one. Really. I’ll wait. If you’ve
Khanna).
Sab rang raliyaan poochh rahi hain
When it becomes more filmi, Aradhanot seen it before, you need to, and if you
Geet panghat pe kis din gaayegi tu
na evokes its grander themes of balance,
have, isn’t it time you watched it again?
This gorgeously erotic single-cut
purity, and the dignity of motherhood.
Mere sapnon ki rani kab aayegi tu...
sequence conveys tremendous desire and
And it works splendidly on both levels,
not least because Sharmila Tagore is a
intensity. The dim firelight, the fine sheen
Phool si khilke, paas aa dil ke
skilled actor who shifts effectively beon the actors’ skin, the slow deliberation
Door se milke chain na aaye
of their movements, their locked gazes –
tween these two storytelling modes.
Phool si khilke, paas aa dil ke
Just as the mean realities of Vandana’s
all these elements combine for a sensuDoor se milke chain na aaye
ous, thrilling several minutes of cinema.
life
are tempered by the kindnesses and
Aur kab tak mujhe tadpaayegi tu
redemption she experiences, so the tragic
I’ve said before, I am not a great fan of
Rajesh Khanna, but even I have to admit
second half of the movie is balanced by
Mere sapnon ki rani kab aayegi tu...
the frothy, adorable charms of its first
that he’s downright spicy here. Even
half.
throughout the rest of the movie he’s not
Kya hai bharosa aashiq dil ka
that bad – he occasionally flirts with the
Although there is a part of my brain
Aur kisi pe yeh aa jaaye
that
feels I should not be thoroughly
kind of droopy-lidded, mumbly frogKya hai bharosa aashiq dil ka
giness that I dislike about him – but in
charmed by a movie in which a woman’s
Aur kisi pe yeh aa jaaye
only joy and ambition is to be recognised
this song he simply fires on all cylinders.
Aa gaya to bahut pachtaayegi tu
The song isn’t lip-synced – Arun doesn’t
as a mother and fulfill the egotistical
dream of her dead husband-to-be to
sing it to Vandana, it’s just playing as
Mere sapnon ki rani kab aayegi tu...
the backdrop for their desire – and this
mold his son in his own image, I just
(Singer: Kishore Kumar)
can’t get too worked up about that.
enhances the intensity and realism of the
After all, it's just one story about
sequence. It’s just phenomenal.
It is also very nearly the last happy moment of Aradhana.
one woman, and given everything that she endures, it’s not a
terrible thing for her to have a relatively simple and sacrificing
Arun is killed in action before he and Vandana can be married,
but she is carrying his child. The boy is adopted by a sympaapproach to happiness. And besides – Sharmila Tagore!
As if the pleasure of
thetic man, Saxena (Abhi
Bhattacharya), who allows
Sharmila Tagore weren’t
enough, there’s a charming
Vandana to serve as the boy’s
nurse and governess, so that
appearance by Filmi Geek favorite Ashok Kumar as Arun’s
she can stay close to him and
commanding officer, who
help fulfill Arun’s dream that
the boy grow up to become a
seems mostly to drink scotch,
play billiards, and dispense
fighter pilot.
Soon, Saxena’s lecheravuncular advice. This role
is delightful, very similar to
ous brother-in-law tries to
have his way with Vandana,
his hilarious role in Chhoti Si
Baat.
and is killed in the resulting
The result is a very satisfyscuffle with Vandana and the
child Suraj. Vandana takes
ing movie with lots to sink
one’s teeth into, the perfect
responsibility for the death,
and is thrown in prison for a
blend of romance, tragedy,
dozen years. Now she has no
levity, and sexiness, all packway to watch over Suraj, and
aging a thoughtful message
Rajesh Khanna as Arun (right) with his avuncular
no hope that Suraj will ever
and showcasing a whole lot of
commanding officer, Ashok Kumar.
pretty.
know that she is his mother.
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‘Run Kalyani’ is visual
storytelling at its finest

By Sajin Shrijith
n Run Kalyani, one of the most original and impressive films to land at this year’s New York Indian Film
Festival, the eponymous protagonist played by Garggi
Ananthan goes through a monotonous daily routine hoping for an eventual escape from it. At no point does she say
she wants to get out of it, but it’s very evident. Garggi deservedly won Best Actress at NYIFF for her performance.
The film’s arrival at this particular moment, when the
world is hoping
for an end to the
pandemic-induced
lethargy, feels so
apt. Geetha J, who
directed the film,
says the film’s idea
was born out of
the sense of being
trapped in a routine.
Formerly a journalist who had written
on cinema and the
arts, Geetha nursed
the urge to do a fictional film for a decade. Run Kalyani reflects her philosophy, that “life is not the same every day; it changes in small
ways.” The film’s style was influenced by the minimalist,
observational documentaries she and her husband Ian
McDonald worked on for a decade.
“In them, things slowly revealed themselves like a fiction film. So the ritualistic nature of our lives, and how
ultimately we all have our agency, and how the change will
happen, albeit slowly, in ordinary people’s lives is what my
script was all about,” she says.
The idea of having a cook as the protagonist was important to Geetha, because Kalyani was a character who could
take the viewer to other characters and their lives.
“She knows them intimately and cooks food for them.
What’s more nurturing than giving food?” She adds the
film, which was shot for 25 days, didn’t deviate much from
the script.
The film’s most notable quality is its minimal dialogues,
especially for the main characters. It also forgoes exposition in favour of subtle visual clues peppered throughout
the film that give hints to who the characters are, where
they could have come from, or what they did. It is visual
storytelling at its finest.
“Those who don’t know all those background details
may be able to relate more. But if one is knowledgeable
about things like the historical facts about Kerala, or international music, they’ll notice that there are so many layers
to the film. But it’s okay not to know all these details for
one to understand the film,” says Geetha, who opted for a
poetic realist approach to the narrative.
Additionally, “It’s neither magical realism nor neorealism. At the same time, it’s not French poetic realism either.
It has a lot of our Indian rhythms.”
As Geetha had written about films through the prism of
feminism in her journalism days, one would assume Run
Kalyani is a feminist film. But she thinks it’s not the case.
“I would say it has a feminine quality, which can be
attributed to its cyclical structure. It’s not a point-blank,
masculine approach, unlike what we see in some of the
films made today. I did not set out to make a feminist film.
What I’ve done is layer the feminist issues,” she says.
This is quite apparent in the film’s visual language, like
the scene where a woman climbs up her terrace regularly
to exchange glances with her lover living in the opposite
building. We see a bird, a sky, and the railing of the steps
framing her like a cage. Some of these contributions came
from cinematographer Madhu Neelakandan, who tried to
convey the woman’s caged feeling.
“You know, how in the old films, the heroine drags
herself up the stairs? These visuals can invoke different
connotations,” she says.
Irrespective of the on-set decisions made, Geetha and
team followed the script to a T.
“As we didn’t have the freedom to shoot for so many
days, we remained sincere to the script. Our editor, B
Ajithkumar – also a filmmaker in his own right – was with
us throughout.
When working under a tight budget, having the editor
present is very important. He can tell us what is needed or
what is not. Ian was also with us on the set observing, and
looking out for what details could be added or not,” she
says.
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278 Eddystone Avenue
North York
(South of Finch off Jane St)

647

Now
Open

344.7700

5 DOUBLES 5 FREE
Specials:

BUY

& GET

DHALPURI/
&
BUY 5 PARATHA GET 5 FREE
BUY 5 ALOO PIES 5 FREE
& GET
Everyday Specials:
Veggie Roti Only $
Chicken Roti

6.99
99
$6.
99
$6.
99
$6.
$

Jerk Chicken with Rice & Peas
Bone Chicken with Roti or Rice
Shrimp Roti Only

Opening
Hours:

4.99

Dhal, Rice & Smoked Herring
Callaloo, Rice & Stew Chicken
Pachowni with Rice & Dhal
Stew Chicken with Rice & Dhal

Wednesday to Saturday
Sunday					
Monday & Tuesday		

9 am to 7 pm
9 am to 4 pm
Closed

We do small & large catering. Uber Eats Delivery.
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Semple noted for solid, all-round performances

K

eith Fitzpatrick Semple was born on August 21, 1970,
in Georgetown, but grew up in No. 28 Village, West
Coast Berbice, before moving to Georgetown when
he was eight. His mother was Frances ‘Florence’, while father,
Winston, was an avid cricket fan; he has two siblings, a brother
and sister.
Semple attended St Ambrose and New Comenius Primary
schools before moving up to St Stanislaus College. He later
attended the Guyana Technical Institute, where he studied for a
Diploma in Mechanical Engineering.
Sports was an important part of his early life, Semple told
Kaieteur News’ Sean Devers late last month. He played cricket,
football, basketball, and other games, while enrolled at St
Stanislaus.
However, he showed an early affinity for cricket. Said
Semple: “We would make bats and balls from anything suitable
we could find. I still have the scar on my forehead caused by a
carnation milk tin after being hit by a beamer.”
But it was his father’s love for cricket that drove him outside
to play the game, Semple admitted.
“My dad loved the game very much, so my brother Winston
and I, were always encouraged to play from a very early age,” he
said.
However, while Semple liked the academic life, his parents
loved it even more, which caused tension between time spent
playing and devotion to his studies.
Said Semple: “Academics was always important to me, but
more so my parents. They wanted me to prioritise academics
over sports, and pushed me in that direction. It was only after I
made the Guyana U-19 team, and then the senior team shortly
after, that they eased up, and allowed me pursue cricket as a
career.”
His first cricket match was an inter-school match against
Cummings Lodge Secondary from East Coast. He later joined
the Demerara Cricket Club.

Sarwan on leave from CPL

F

ormer West Indies batsman Ramnaresh Sarwan was
granted personal leave to travel to Guyana, and is not in
the assistant coach role for the Jamaica Tallawahs during
the 2020 Hero Caribbean Premier League T20 now underway
in Trinidad and Tobago.
Last week Sarwan appeared in a photograph on social media
alongside Guyana’s recently inaugurated President Irfaan Ali.
Tallawahs CEO Jeff Miller confirmed last week Sarwan
was not in Trinidad, and was replaced by former West Indies
spinner Ryan Austin. The
Trinidad-born Austin played
74 First Class matches for
Barbados and the Combined
Colleges and Campuses.
“… Sarwan requested a
leave for personal reasons and
that was granted,” Miller said.
The overseas players and officials of the six CPL franchises
were quarantined at the Hilton
Hotel, St Ann's before the tournament start yesterday.
Miller said Sarwan’s wealth
of experience was missed, but
Ramnaresh Sarwan
remained confident about the
franchise’s chances during the tournament.
Said Miller: “Yes it’s a big loss [Sarwan] brings a lot to the
game – his knowledge, his experience, and the way he has dealt
with the players over the years; so it is a great loss. We are going
to look to move forward. This is a rebuilding year for us, (but)
I don’t just want to say rebuilding. We here to win the tournament. I think we have a great team, and the guys are keen and
ready to go, and let’s see at the end what happens…”
The players were also quite focused, Miller reassured. In
recent months off-field distractions took center stage, with former Tallawahs captain Chris Gayle going on a rant on YouTube
in April following his release by the franchise.
In his social media rant, Gayle gave reasons why he thought
he was let go by the Tallawahs, which included blaming
Sarwan. However, Sarwan denied having anything to do with
Gayle’s release.
Said Miller: “That is behind us. We have 12 new players on
our franchise this year from last year, so there is no baggage...
We are focused… and the guys are focused on CPL, not what
happened in the past.”
Gayle had claimed Sarwan wanted to be head coach instead
of Donovan Miller. He said he was honest with Sarwan, saying
he had no experience being a head coach, and the role was
not an easy one. Gayle claimed Sarwan became upset with his
opinion, and held it against him.
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Keith Semple
“At U-19 level I remember mostly our battles against Malteenoes, which were always intense affairs. My most memorable game in U-19 cricket was the 182 I scored in Inter-county
against Berbice,” Semple said.
Semple’s talent as a right-hander began emerging with DCC,
his 182 score for the club against Berbice in the GTM InterCounty U-19 tournament earning him a pick on the National
youth team that toured Barbados in 1988, and then back at
home in 1989.
He notched his first 50 during his second match, tallying 64
against Jamaica at Wanderers in Barbados in 1988, and later,
and his only century, 101 against Jamaica at the Everest in the
second round in 1989. He scored 409 runs, at an average of
29.21, in ten Regional U-19 games.
Semple’s First Class debut was in 1990, and as Devers notes,
he was guilty of not converting good starts into big scores,
averaging only 27.51.
He scored 2,311 runs from 56 matches between 1990-2001,
with two centuries and 17 fifties. His highest first class score
was 142 against Jamaica at Sabina Park in 1994. As a mediumpace bowler, he took 29 First-Class wickets.
Semple also played 50-overs cricket, scoring 1,095 runs
from 58 matches, his top score being 79 in his eight fifties. In

seven ODIs, he scored 64 runs, with his highest score at 23.
As well, Semple played in the Lancashire and Northern
Premier leagues, and represented Darwen Cricket Club in the
UK until 2008. In 2012 he moved to the British Virgin Islands;
he also played domestic cricket in the Leeward Islands.
On January 22, 1999, he joined Lance Gibbs, Clive Lloyd,
Roy Fredericks, and Roger Harper as ODI players from DCC
against South Africa in Johannesburg. His placement came
following a successful ‘A’ team series against Bangladesh and
India, where he scored a couple of fifties.
It was the first ever tour to South Africa, with the ODI squad
managed by Clive Lloyd. Also on the team were Shivnarine
Chanderpaul, Carl Hooper, Reon King, and Neil McGarrell.
The ODI pick was sudden, Semple told Devers.
Said Semple: “…I was a bit surprised because at the time I
thought my time had passed. But I think my selection came as
a result of some fairly solid all-round performances on the ‘A’
Tour to Bangladesh and India, which preceded that ODI series.”
However, he was not disappointed about not getting the pick
for Test cricket.
“I don’t think I was consistent enough at first-class level to
force my way into the Test team. I am more disappointed that I
wasn’t able to make the most of my talent and perform better at
that level,” he said.
However, his performance with the bat gave him exposure to
the West Indian cricket legends, he said.
Said Semple: “It was a great experience to have played in that
era with some of the greats of West Indian cricket. Initially it
was a bit intimidating coming up against players who I grew up
idolising, but as I got more comfortable playing at that level, I
just wanted to compete and show that I was good enough. Back
then we only played one round of first-class matches, so if you
got off to a bad start then had a game or two rain-affected, your
season could be over before you knew it. So it was quite intense
and competitive knowing that you only had a small window to
make a mark.”
His last match was in Guyana against Essequibo at Everest in
2001. The next year, he left for England, where he studied for a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Graphic Design.
“At the time I… realised my playing career was coming to
an end around 2001-2002. I had a couple of options available…
Remain in Guyana and pursue coaching or use the opportunity
while I was still playing league cricket in England to go back to
school and continue my education. I chose the latter,” he said.
Semple now lives and works in Ottawa as a graphic designer
with his wife, Alexis.
With files by Sean Devers, Kaieteur News.

Bad planning led to West Indies series loss in England

F

ries. But all of us could see how Shannon bowled in the second
ormer West Indian pacer Sir Andy Roberts has said a
Test, and then you continued with him again in the third Test
lack of proper planning by West Indies following the
match. So, we didn’t plan very well.”
opening Test win at Southampton led to poor form in
Sir Andy also noted West Indies played “literally the same
the remaining matches, and predictably, the series defeat to
team every game”.
England.
He added: “I would have liked to see both Alzarri Joseph
West Indies took the initiative in the first Test with a
and Chemar Holder play together in a Test match. You have
convincing 1-0 lead in the three-match series. However, the
some young firepower, and I think
initiative was not sustained,
they should have used them in one
and the side collapsed to heavy
of the Test matches.”
defeats, losing the second Test by
He also criticised the strat113 runs, and the third by 269
egy by the West Indies seamers,
runs. It has been 32 years since
contending the pacers were too
West Indies won a series win on
predictable, and too often allowed
English soil.
the English batsmen to dictate the
Said Sir Andy: “Considering
pace. Enough short balls were used
the way they played in the first
against some batsmen who were
Test match, I think after that they
clearly not comfortable with that
didn’t sit down and plan for the
length, and this again reflected as a
remainder of the series. I think we
lack of strategic planning.
went to England not to win the
“Ben Stokes is a fine all-rounder,
series, but to defend the Wisden
but [he knew] exactly what balls he
Trophy, and it showed in the planwas getting. …Stokes was walking
ning.”
out of his crease to our mediumFor example, Sir Andy said fast
fast bowlers,” Sir Andy said.
bowler Shannon Gabriel should
He added: “And if you check
have been better managed, given
the last Test match when he got
he his ankle operation last Debowled by Kemar Roach, that
cember. In the first Test, Gabriel
Sir Andy Roberts
[dismissal] came along because …
took nine wickets, but then appeared to struggle with fitness in the remaining games, picking Roach bowled him a few short balls, which he wasn’t getting
in the previous Test matches. So, we have to look at how we’re
up only two wickets.
planning. Some of the worst techniques I seen with fast bowlSaid Sir Andy: “One must remember that Shannon Gabriel
ing is among the England opening pair [of Dom Sibley and
last played cricket in September, October last year; and apart
Rory Burns]. They’re not comfortable with short balls, but we
from that, he had an ankle operation, which ruled him out of
did not use enough short balls in this series.”
the original touring party.”
Said Sir Andy: “I’m not saying to overdo it, but you have
He added: “I thought after performing so well in the first
to make [batsmen] think. [You can’t allow batsmen to] just sit
Test, they should have left him out for the second Test because
back and know what is coming at them.”
England would have to win consecutive matches to win the se-
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Richards-Botham Trophy rises out of Wisden ashes
West Indies, England to compete for new award come next Test series

T

he Richards-Botham Trophy has
risen out of the ashes from the
Wisden Trophy as a newly-emergent award West Indies and England
will compete for the next time the teams
meet in a Test series.
The newly-minted trophy pays tribute
to two top players from both teams, Sir
Vivian Richards and Sir Ian Botham,
recognising the rivalry and friendship
between both cricket stalwarts, and
embodying their close relationship and
mutual respect as leaders in two competing sides.
According to a Sportsmax report
earlier this month, the title of the trophy
honours Sir Vivian, a cricket great batsman with a score of more than 8,500
runs in his 121-Test career, and allrounder Sir Ian, with his score of more
than 5,000 runs, and 383 wickets in 102
Tests.
While both players were fierce
gladiatorial competitors on the pitch, the
cricketers still developed a great friendship that endures today.
Consequently, the trophy not only celebrates their achievement
on the field, but beyond the boundary as well, with it marking
the warm relationship between West Indies and England.
The Wisden Trophy was first introduced in 1963 to commemorate the hundredth edition of the Wisden Cricketers’
Almanack. It is now retired, and will be displayed at the MCC
Museum at Lord’s where it has traditionally been kept.
Said Sir Vivian: “This is a huge honour for my good friend
Ian and myself. I am delighted to know that the game that I
have shown my love for since a little boy is naming such a prestigious award in my recognition of what I managed to achieve
as a cricketer. When I had the opportunity to go to England
and represent Somerset, one of the first persons I met was Ian
Botham, who would later become of one my best friends. We
are friends for life.”
The Master Blaster added: “To have this trophy – West
Indies versus England – named in honour of our work on the
cricket field is great. What I think is also remarkable is that it
says a lot about our relationship off the field as well. We were
competitors on the field, but we showed we were brothers off
the field. I’m proud to have my name on one side of the trophy
with him on the other side.”

West Indies lost the latest Test series 2-1
late last month, the matches played inside
a bio-bubble and minus spectators, and
relinquished the Wisden Trophy that had
been won in the Caribbean back in early
2019.
Sir Vivian was prolific against England,
with an average of 62.36 during his career,
scoring eight hundreds. He dominated the
1976 series between both sides, scoring
829 runs at an average of 118.42 in the
series, which West Indies won 3-0. His
knock included 232 in the first Test, and
291 in the fifth. He also made what at the
time was the fastest Test hundred in the
game against England in 1986, taking just
56 balls to reach his century. The achievement is now the second fastest of all time.
Facing a then-unstoppable ascendant
Caribbean team in the world at that time,
Sir Ian took 61 wickets for an average of
35 against the West Indies, with three fivewicket hauls, and a best of 8-103 at Lord’s.
He also scored four 50s, with a best of 81
in the same game at Lord’s in 1984.
Said ECB Chairman Colin Graves: “The Wisden Trophy was
introduced nearly 60 years ago to mark the 100th edition of the
Almanack, and we’ve been extremely proud to contest it since
then. Both we and Cricket West Indies felt that the time was
right to honour two of our greatest modern players. Sir Vivian and Sir Ian were fierce competitors on the pitch, but great
friends off it, exemplifying the spirit of the contests between
our two cricketing nations and providing perfect inspiration
for those who compete for the Richards-Botham Trophy in
years to come.”
CWI President Ricky Skerritt said both players were deserving of the honour.
He added, “Sir Viv’s phenomenal West Indies track record
against England, both as a player and captain, and his longstanding friendship with his former Somerset teammate and
England rival, Sir Ian Botham, presented an excellent opportunity to honour two uniquely suited living legends.”
Additionally, “Both honorees put their heart into the game,
and always gave their all for their teams and countries. There
are other West Indian cricket legends whose names could also
have been chosen for this honour, but none more deserving
than Sir Viv.”
The Master
Blaster with
his pal, Ian
Botham,
during their
heyday
(left),
and later,
sprinkled
with grey,
and no
doubt wiser.

Sir Ian Botham agreed with his good friend, Sir Vivian,
saying: “Viv was the finest batsman I ever played against. He’s a
great friend, but we’ve always been competitive, not least when
we were on the cricket field, and there was no one else’s wicket
I would treasure more.”
Additionally, “Playing the West Indies was always one of the
toughest tests in cricket, and it’s an honour for this trophy to
bear our names. I hope future series will be just as exciting as
the one we’ve all been enjoying this summer.”

Leaner Board part of reform plan put to CWI

I

nclude two women in the governing Cricket West Indies
submitted. We are positive that, if implemented, the recombody, reduce its current 18 directors to 12, and shift
mendations of the Wehby Report will improve the governance
the president’s and the vice president’s portfolios out of
of CWI and result in positive effects on team performance.”
executive roles into more Board specific duties. These were the
The report calls for reform of the CWI’s power structure
recommendations to restructure the CWI coming from the
“using key principles of modern governance to provide greater
Independent Task Force, the group that was mandated to look
accountability and transparency”. It also took aim at the size of
into Corporate Governance Reform. The Task
the board of directors, making the case for
Force released its 36-page report earlier this
“a smaller and more balanced board of 12…
month.
with an eventual reduction to nine, including
It was headed by Jamaican Senator Don
at least two women”.
Wehby, and included UWI vice-chancellor,
Currently, the board is made up of 18
Professor Sir Hilary Beckles, former West Inmembers with a single woman – Trinidadian
dies Vice-Captain Deryck Murray, Jamaican
attorney Debra Coryat-Patton.
businessman O.K. Melhado, and prominent
It also recommended formation of a nomiCaribbean lawyer Charles Wilkin Q.C.
nations committee to “identify and evaluate
As it indicated, the task force “drew from a
potential directors and to nominate future
wide cross section of expertise from knowldirectors and committee members”, and for
edgeable stakeholders in the West Indies as
slashing of the current committee structure
well as in the global game” for its report.
from 12 to five.
While praising CWI for having the vision
According to the report, “The principal
to commission the project, Wehby said he
roles and responsibilities of the Board are
Ricky Skerritt
believed once the recommendations were
organisational and financial planning and
implemented, these would enhance the body’s governance
reporting, decisions on investments and capital projects, precapabilities.
serving the assets of the company, establishing policy, selecting
Said Wehby, “I would like to take this opportunity to thank
the executive, general oversight of the executive and exercising
the members of my task force for their selfless dedication to the other powers given to it by the constituent documents of the
completion of this project, over the past year. Their time, especompany.”
cially during the Covid-19 pandemic, has made the finalisation
It added: “The membership of the board should reflect a
of this report a reality. We would also like to commend CWI
wide cross section of the skills and competencies required for
President Ricky Skerritt and his board of directors for seeing
carrying out its roles and responsibilities.”
the need for governance reform, and giving us the opportunity
The Task Force also conducted case studies of cricket goverto make a contribution to the sport we love, and for which we
nance models among major cricket nations. The group said it
wish the utmost best.”
was important in the exercise of its mandate to highlight those
He added: “Our task force has met formally 16 times over
principles of modern corporate governance that should apply to
the period and we have spent many hours preparing the report
the Board as a corporate entity carrying out a public function.
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Ben Stokes

Jason Holder

All-rounder Stokes now leads

E

ngland player Ben Stokes replaced West Indies
captain Jason Holder at the top of the ICC Test
all-rounder rankings following his success at Old
Trafford in the Third Test match late last month.
He scored 176 in the first innings, and an unbeaten 78
from 57 balls on day five after being promoted to opener.
His performance with the ball saw him taking 2-30 in the
second innings, and one wicket in the first.
Stokes became the first England player to top the allrounder rankings since Andrew Flintoff.
Holder also dropped to third place in the bowler rankings as New Zealand seamer Neil Wagner moved up to
second behind Australian pacer Pat Cummins. At the end
of the second Test in England, Holder had 834 ranking
points. However, his underperformance with the ball in
the final Test saw a drop of 24 ranking points.
Also for the West Indies following the final Test in
England, Kemar Roach took his 200th Test wicket, which
he accumulated following his four-wicket haul. For this
feat, he collected four ranking points to move up a spot to
15th in the rankings.
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RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • INVESTMENT

GTA LEADERS REALTY INC. BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Ave West, Suite 26
Vaughan Ontario L4L 4C2

TEL: 416-241-3337

FAX: 416-987-0056
gtaleaders@gmail.com
www.teamgtahomes.com

Abdool Saif Saheed

Shawn Ambedkar

Sales Representative

Sales Representative

Cell 647-804-0764

Cell 437-235-7599
YORKWOOD CONDOS
JANE & SHEPPARD
STARTING FROM
LOW $300s

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• Life • Mortgage
• Disability
• Travel • Visitor
• Critical Illness
• Super Visa
• RESP & RRSP
• Investment
If you fail to
plan, then
you’re planning
to fail.
Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor
Cell: 416-731-7527

Rahul Khanna
Sales Representative

Cell 647-804-0764

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record

Cell 416-731-7527

Tel: 647-852-7243

HOME IS WHERE
YOUR STORY BEGINS

$649,900

I

started looking for my first
home five years ago. My husband and I found GTA Leaders Realty where we worked closely
with Abdool Saheed. We were first
time home buyers and we wanted
to make the right move and invest
in our first home as newlyweds.
We started the process and landed
the right home for us in Central
Ajax. We couldn't have been happier.
We are now approaching our
fifth wedding anniversary in May
and our perfect home for two is no
longer a fit for three.
We contacted Abdool again to
sell our house and help us to find
our new dream home.
It has been nothing but amazing
working with a professional caring
individual and his team. He sold
our house and we were able to buy
our new dream home.
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Nestled In One Of Whitby's Finest
Communities, Close To Shopping,
Schools, Transit 'Willows Walk'
By Solmar Is A Place You Want To
Call Home. This 3 Bdrm & Media
Nook On The 2nd Flr Shows Pride
Of Ownership. Ceramic Floor &
Mirrored Closet Doors Greet You
At The Entrance. The Kitchen
Is Breathtaking With Plenty Of
Cupboards & Pantry. Backsplash
Is Illuminated With Under Cabinet
Lighting.No Carpet In The Whole
House. Must See. Too Much To
List, Just Move In!

$699,900
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MORTGAGE
1st, 2nd and Refinance
PROPOSAL / BANKRUPTCY
Make One Small Monthly Payment
For all Your Debts
INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal - Business
Business Registration
HST - Payroll - WSIB

Abdool Saheed
Cell: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
647-293-8397

D
L
O

S

$679,900

Beautiful 4 bedroom, semi-backsplit
home in Brampton. Bright home
with lots of sunlight, eat-in-kitchen,
hardwood floor thru-out, large
paved driveway, large shed in backyard. New H/E furnace. Close to all
amenities. Move-in ready. Transit
and easy access to Hwy 410.
Location! Location! Location!
Freehold townhouse with 3 bedrooms + potential for 2 more bedrooms. Walkout to 2 balconies. Close
to all amenities including places of
worship, shopping centres, steps to
TTC, seconds from 401, 400, & 07.

